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Honors
Night is no
trivial cause
By Tyler Wilson
In an effort to make the Honors
Program more than just an academic
affiliation, the Honors Student Board
has initiated a philanthropy section of
the program.
"This is the very first year the Honors
Program has supported a philanthropy,"
HSB Vice President Elizabeth Skurdahl
said. "It's really exciting to be a part of
planning something so important."
The inaugural philanthropy is
staying academically themed, both
in its choice of donation and topic of
the philanthropy. "I wanted to start a
tradition of philanthropy for the Honors
Program," HSB President Brooke
Einspanier said, "because community
service is something we were lacking
on. I've been working on trying to figure
out a good charity to do, and I always
wanted to do something surrounding the
theme 'students helping students.'"
The HSB chose to stick with the

See TRIVIA, Page 3
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Dr. Gail Dines spoke in the IPJTheatre on March 28 about the detrimental effects of porn on human sexuality in mainstream culture.

Lecture considers cultural "f— kability
Dr. Gail Dines explains how porn distorts human sexuality
By Kelly Nassour

Photo by Katt Manalo

Greek Week
celebrates
tradition
By Rachel Weingart
The USD Greek community
continued their commitment to
academics, charity and leadership
skills during the 2011 Greek Week
celebration. Held last week from
March 21 to March 25, USD's
sororities and fraternities rallied
for a series of competitions to see
which organization would emerge
victorious.
The annual event is a time when
Greek Life members can garner
support and involvement from nonGreek students. Many non-Greek
students consider themselves Greek
for this week, which is a surprisingly
fun and rewarding feeling, according
to junior Urszula Milewicz. "The most
looked-forward-to event by Greeklife and non-Greek life students alike
is Greek Week," Milewicz said.
Greek Week is a time for sororities
and fraternities to raise money for
their respective philanthropic causes,
as well as promote camaraderie
among Greeks and non-Greeks.
Students competed for points in
events like Penny Wars, St. Jude's
Letter Writing and, of course, skits,
the most popular of all the week's
events. The Greek Week skits are
short performances given by teams of
fraternities and sororities at the end of
the week.
This year's skits took place last
Friday evening in the Sports Center
gym. The stands, floors and doorways
were at full capacity for the event. The
skits event traditionally garners the
most campus participation because
students can watch fellow classmates
attempt to follow choreographed
dance moves. Oftentimes, the skits
»

See GREEK, Page 3

When was the last time you
saw your sexuality? Do you know
where it is? Such questions are the
topics Dr. Gail Dines addressed in a
discussion focused on pornography
and American culture. According to
Dines, the sexuality of our culture has
been "hijacked" by the pornography
industry, the advertising industry, the
fashion industry and any other industry
that uses sex as propaganda.
At theIPJ Theatre this past Monday,
March 28, many USD students gathered
to hear Dines speak about her book
"Pornland: How Porn Has Hijacked
Our Sexuality," which explains that the
main problem with pornography is not
so much pornography itself, but the fact
that it perpetuates an image that defines
the masculine identity by power and
the feminine identity by "f—kability."
Dines argues that people like Paris
Hilton and Madonna, who seemingly
find strength in sexual promiscuity,
promote the idea that the worth of
a woman is measured by her sexual
prowess. Those women have millions
of dollars to back up that kind of
attitude, and they are part of a very small
percentage of the female population.
Dines raises the question, what about
the younger, more vulnerable girls

who are pressured to emulate the "slut
mentality" and still avoid the label?
In the real world, the consequence
of striving to become the best object of
sexual desire possible is that an object
can never be anything more than a tool:
anonymous, replaceable, sub-human.
"In pornography," Dines said, "you
don't find mothers, wives or sisters.
You find sluts, bitches and whores."
According to Dines, not all
pornography stars are women. Rather,
a large part of the industry is gay
pornography. "Porn insists that gender
is biological," Dines said, yet she
contends that gender is only a label
used to stereotype people sexually.
The lack of female genitalia in
a pornographic situation, according
to Dines, does not affect the
masculine-feminine, sado-masochistic
relationship that pornography seems
to promote. "Just because there is no
woman involved, that doesn't mean that
the dynamics of pom have changed,"
graduate student and attendee Miguel
Malone said.
In pornography, Dines noted, the
masculine person exerts power over
the feminine person to maintain a
gap between "the f-ker" and "the fkee." Dines identified the feminine
party as the puppet and the masculine
party as the maestro, also claiming
there is no mutual understanding or

foundation and the sex is meaningless.
"Meaningless sex is a loss of control,"
Dines said, "and that loss of control is
threatening our sexual individuality."
Why has the pornographic image
had such a negative impact on the
general sexuality of our society? Dines
maintained that thanks to the popularity
and convenience of the Internet,
pornography is more "affordable,
accessible ancj anonymous."
Bombarded with every kind of
media imaginable, Dines explained
that pressure is pounding the unstable
sexual identity of our generation into a
mold according to the rules that reign
sovereign in the kingdom of massproduced coitus.
"The
whole
problem
with
pornography comes from the lack of
conversation about sexuality in general
in our culture," graduate student Shauna
Riley said. "Without the foundation
of a strong sex education and the
understanding of certain dynamics in
relationships, people turn to pom in
order to learn those things."
Dines pointed out that pornography
is the last place anyone should look
for sexual guidance. Pornography
does not promote sexual equality in
any situation, she observed. Rather, it
promotes sexual abuse and violence. As
such, a pornography star is not treated
as a person but as a sex toy.

A director in the pornography
industry once confessed to Dines that
"the standard line from the producer
before filming was 'wreck the bitch."'
Dines stated that the reality is that
most pornography stars have a shelf
life of about three months before their
bodies cannot take the damage any
more due to numerous yeast infections
and STDs. She noted that everyone
in the pornography industry is indeed
required to test for syphilis, gonorrhea
and HIV, but there is no requirement to
test for herpes or HPV. Pornography
stars don't tear their vaginas and rip
their sphincters because all they want
out of life is three mouths of camera
time, a not-so-steady paycheck and a
few nasty infections, Dines explained.
Instead, they do it because their selfimage is a reflection of the pornographic
image deeply rooted in our culture.
Sex cannot be experienced or
discovered through pornography, Dines
observed, because pornography is an
image, hollow and one-dimensional.
Dines concluded that pornography
sells us our sexuality at the wholesale
price of our dignity, thus sex becomes
about mass appeal, masturbation
and inanimate desires. Dines is not
opposed to sex, she is "opposed to the
industrialization of sex."
To find out more about Dines and
her book, visit stoppornculture.org.

USD "Extreme Makeover:" Copley Library edition
By Bernadette Smith
University Librarian Dr. Theresa
Byrd arrived at USD last August
with a strong vision for the future of
Copley. The most immediate change
Byrd enacted upon her arrival was
the addition to, and replacement of
,the library's furniture. The main floor
of the library dramatically increased
capacity when Byrd swapped out
the old leather chairs for brand new
fabric ones and relocated the media
cabinet to the West wall in order to
open up floor space. The area can
now accommodate 200 additional
students.
"Copley didn't have enough
seating for students," Byrd said,
"which was evident during finals
week when they would bring in a
series of white tables for the main
floor."
With the help of AS Director
of Academics Abe Ichinoe and AS
President Kelsey Chase, Byrd also
instituted a Coffee Cart outside
of Copley during finals week last
December. The library was open 24/7
during that time, and the library saw
an average increase of 900 people per
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AS final elections today

AS president candidates Stephanie
Atienza and Anthony Pavlovic will face
off today starting at 9 a.m.
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day as compared to the year before.
"We would love to institute this during
midterms as well," Byrd said, "but it
does take a lot from the library to do
that because we have to find people to
work those hours."
Another problem Byrd has been
working to address is the high level
of noise in Copley. "There is no foyer
here when you walk in," Byrd said.
"It becomes difficult to moderate the
noise level because people walking
in and out causes a lot of noise. A
foyer is useful because it's a place for
people to talk or greet a friend before
coming inside."
Byrd will be meeting with other
administrators over the summer to
discuss plans for building a foyer at
the entrance to Copley. Additional
construction plans will create group
study rooms in the book stack areas
on the lower level.
New noise zoning in Copley has
separated quiet study on the west end
of the main floor from group study
on the east end. "A lot of libraries do
zoning by floors in order to meet the
needs of students," Byrd said. "Some
students need quiet, while others
do better with group work. We are
making progress in that direction."
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Nuclear power not worth the costs
Japan's nuclear crisis offers opportunity
for U.S. to re-evaluate the value
of using nuclear power.
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Copley Library has undergone policy changes this semester, and University Librarian Dr.
Theresa Byrd says more are to come.

Head of Access Services Bill
Hall said that most students have
appreciated the noise zoning changes.
"The students are handling the changes
well," Hall said, "and many of our
patrons report being very pleased with
the new noise restrictions. It's been
difficult for some to break old habits,
but the payoff is an environment that
is much more conducive to study
and research, and the great majority
of our patrons appreciate these
improvements."
According to Byrd, Copley does
not have an adequate amount of

See COPLEY, Page 2
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Disasters in review: Japan, Libya
Japan and Libya are currently undergoing
crises of epic proportions both politically
and environmentally.
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ARTS & CULTURE 10-13

AT&T merger questionable

Nate Dogg leaves legacy of rap

A proposed merger with T-Mobile would
increase AT&T's current 95.5 million
wireless customer base up to roughly 129
million.
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group study areas, and new rooms
would help to alleviate this problem.
"We have already picked out areas
downstairs for the rooms to be built,"
Byrd said.
The north and east wings of
the Mother Rosalie Hill Reading
Room, formerly the Children's
Reading Room and the Record
Room, respectively, have brand new
tables that are equipped with builtin electrical outlets. New carpeting,
chairs and ottomans ensure that

Hip-hop artist Nate Dogg died of cardiac
arrest at age 41 on March 15, leaving
behind a large and influential body of
work.
PAGE 10
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Women's tennis reaches Top 25
The Toreros are ranked No. 23, which
is their highest ranking in the last 15
years.
PAGE 14
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The main floor of the
library increased capacity
when the old leather
chairs were swapped for
brand new fabric ones,
and the media cabinet
was relocated to the west
wall. The area can now
accommodate 200 more
students.

The North and East
wfhgs of the Mother
Rosalie Hill
Reading Room
have new tables
that are equipped
with built-in
electrical outlets.
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Meet your
new library.

Possible Changes
In order to address
space concerns for an
ever-growing collection
of books, Head
Librarian Theresa Byrd I
is looking into
purchasing compact
storage mechanisms
for the library.
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New Furniture
New carpeting,
j chairs and ottomans
ensure that students
will be comfortable
while studying.

s

Copley Cafe?
Library officials are
looking into a possible
cafe for Copley. It
would require spacial
redesign of the ground
floor
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Copley Library modernized for 21st century
COPLEY, continued from Front Page
students will be comfortable while
studying. "In the two Reading Room
wings alone," Byrd said, "we added
63 seats in the form of tables and soft
seating."
Byrd explained that the Reading
Room already had a seating capacity
of 300, but space for students still
remains an issue. The two rooms will
also be renamed in the coming months
to reflect the changes.
Byrd has drawn inspiration from
visiting other university's libraries,
observing how they utilize space and
what kind of amenities are present.

"We toured four libraries: Loyola
Marymount University, California
State University San Marcos, San
Diego State University and University
of California at San Diego," Byrd said.
"The LMU and CSUSM libraries are
both new, and the SDSU and UCSD
libraries are recently renovated."
In order to address space
concerns
for
an
ever-growing
collection of books, Byrd is looking
into purchasing compact storage
mechanisms for the library. "Compact
storage is useful because it allows the
library to maintain its books," Byrd
said, "but also use less space for book
storage, and that way increasing space
for student seating."

New hope for
melanoma

By Bernadette Smith
A revolutionary new FDAapproved drug will bring a bit of relief
to melanoma patients. According to
the U.S. News and World Report's
website, the Bristol-Myers Squibb's
injectable drug, Yervoy, was approved
last Friday.
Yervoy acts by boosting the
immune system to fight
cancer
cells, and it can extend the life of
advanced melanoma patients by an
average of four to 10 months. Typical
chemotherapy drugs attack cancer cells
with chemicals, whereas Yervoy aids
the work of the body's own immune
system. For the many people, loved
ones and family members affected
by melanoma, this drug can offer a
relative miracle.
According to WebMD, melanoma
is expected to kill at least 8,700 people
in the United States this year alone.
Especially
in
the
southern
California climate that we live in,
melanoma skin cancer is a disease
we all must be wary of. Oftentimes
symptoms can go unnoticed if patients
do not know what to look for or do not
see a dermatologist regularly.
Yervoy was approved after a study
of 676 advanced melanoma patients
was performed to test the effectiveness
of the drug. U.S. News reported that
some of the patients even lived for two
years or longer.
The drug is an especially hopeful
sign of things to come. Oftentimes a
breakthrough drug can be tweaked and
adapted through several generations
of lab tests to find a better solution, or
perhaps even a cure. This first version
of Yervoy is reported to cause side
effects in some individuals, including
severe to fatal autoimmune reactions,

fatigue, diarrhea, skin rash or intestinal
inflammation.
U.S. News reported that the face
and the neck are the most common
body areas for melanoma cancers to
occur.
The American Cancer Society
reported that skin cancers, when spotted
early, are almost 99 percent curable. It
is when cancer remains untreated and
spreads to other areas of the body that
the survival rate decreases drastically.
Treatments of advanced melanoma
are limited and not very effective.
According to U.S. News, there are only
two other drugs that are commonly
used. One is called dacarbazine and
is a chemotherapy agent. The other is
called interleukin-2 and is incredibly
toxic to the body.
U.S. News also points out that 70
percent of melanomas do not emerge
from moles, but rather discolorations
or skin spots. They also report that
signs of moles changing shape, color,
texture or bleeding should be checked
out immediately.
While cultural norms say that it
is attractive to have tan skin, the longterm effects on health and happiness
outweigh the temporary benefits. A
healthy dose of sun is important for
nomal body function because it is
the source of the body's Vitamin D.
Vitamin D helps boost mood and is an
important part of several body systems.
Healthy sun exposure is around
10 minutes per day, depending on the
color of skin and the amount of time it
takes to turn a pinkish tint.
U.S. News reported that men are
often more vulnerable to skin cancer
on their backs and the tops of their
ears. Women, on the other hand, should
watch their legs.
Although women often feel the
pressure to lay out fn the sun to sport
golden skin, it is actually men who
should be worried. On the whole, more
men are killed from melanoma than
women. U.S. News claims this results
from several factors: one, mens' jobs
more often take them outside; two, men
are less likely to wear sunscreen; and
three, men do not see dermatologists as
regularly as women.
As is common with many things in
life, sun is healthy in moderation.

The compact storage cases look
like large cabinets that can expand
and contract to reveal aisle ways at the
touch of a button. The shelving units
can be customizable for rare book
collections and oversized books, or
can be adjusted at different heights to
address varying space needs.
"The library faculty and staff have
many good ideas to further improve
the library environment," Hall said.
"They are working with university
administrators and planners to make
physical improvements to the library
buildings, and using other strategies
that will address crowding issues that
have evolved over the years."
The visit to other university
libraries also showed an increasingly
popular trend: university library cafes.
Byrd explained that library officials,
are looking at how to create a cafe
for Copley, as it would require spacial
redesign of the ground floor. "The
challenge of Copley library is that we
have a very small footprint [space],"
Byrd said. "Most libraries have

multiple floors to maximize space.
The primary goal is to maximize user
space for students."
Byrd explained that she has also
been focusing on digitizing the library
resources. There are several aspects
to Byrd's plan, including research,
instruction and strengthening digital
presence. New information literacy
programs, which teach students
how to utilize library resources and
perform research, have been instituted
this semester and will increase in
number for the fall. Students can learn
about different styles of citation, like
MLA or APA, as well as how to utilize
databases during library-sponsored
workshops.
In addition, library officials will
be working closely with USD's many
academic disciplines to digitize their
materials, and in so doing, USD will
increase its digital presence on the
Internet. "For example," Byrd said,
"we would like to digitize the Women
Peacemakers lectures so that they
can be accessed by the university

community as well as researchers
outside of the university, who are
looking at women peacemakers."
Digitizing is handy for late-night
workers because it allows researchers
to access materials 24/7. The library's
web page recently underwent a
remodel geared toward making
Copley a 21st century library. "We
worked a lot on the website because
it's important for marketing the image
of the library," Byrd said. "It is a
constant, ongoing process."
The
primary
goal,
Byrd
explained, is to use a hybrid model
for the library's future - one that will
combine print and digital resource
availability with attractive seating
and study space for the campus
community.
Amidst all of the improvements of
the library's structure and resources,
Byrd said that printed resources are
still a very important part of research.
"Although there are many electronic
resources available," Byrd said, "the
book is still king."

USD honors Women's History Month
By David Downs
National
Women's
History
Month provides our country with a
unique opportunity to recognize and
celebrate the important contributions
women have made to the development
of American culture. USD's Women's
Center spearheaded this month-long
celebration on campus by presenting
a diverse array of events and exhibits
chronicling
the
struggles
and
achievements of women throughout
our nation's history.
Women's Center representative
and junior Anayensi Jacobo discussed
her feelings about the celebratory
month.
Jacobo
explained
the
significance and importance of this
yearly tradition. "Women's History
Month is an opportunity to» recognize
the importance of women who have
historically been left to the private
sphere of life," Jacobo said, "and a
chance to honor what they have done
and what they can do."
Jacobo was personally involved
in the planning of the monthlong Our History is Our Strength
art exhibit, which was held in the
Student Life Pavilion Exhibit Hall.
The exhibit showcased the work of
both professional and student artists
who demonstrated, through their
work, the visual portrayals of women
throughout history. According to
Jacobo, the artwork reflected one
of the central themes of this year's
celebration, which she described
as the "powerful idea that ordinary,
working-class women can be makers
of history."
The art exhibit was one among
many of the events held on campus
during the March celebration. The
festivities kicked off on March 2 in
the UC with an appearance by standup comic, award-winning poet, sex
columnist and AIDS activist River
Huston, who gave a lecture on
sexuality and responsible choices

entitled "Sex and Sensibility." Huston
discussed sensitive issues such as
substance abuse, sex, STDs, body
image and specifically the importance
of making well-informed life choices.
She shared personal stories about
her struggles with substance abuse,
rape and contraction of HIV, followed
by a reformation of her ways, which
included earning a PhD, sustaining a
healthy marriage and leading a clean
and happy life.
Another highlight event of the
month included the International
Women's Day Breakfast, "A Century
of Celebrating Women," held on
Tuesday, March 8, in the IPJ.
The event marked the 100th
anniversary of International Women's
Day. The highly attended event
featured an appearance from awardwinning documentary filmmaker
Abigail Disney. Her first film
was
the acclaimed "Pray the Devil Back
to Hell," which featured Woman
Peacemaker Vaiba Kebeh Flomo.
During the breakfast, Disney screened
a trailer for her upcoming PBS series
"Women, War & Peace," about the
unreported role of women in peace
processes around the world.
On March 25, the Women's
Center screened the film "Iron Jawed
Angels" in the SLP Plaza Mayor.
The highly-acclaimed, made-fortelevision film, produced by HBO and
starring Hilary Swank, chronicled the
story of a group of passionate, young
women who put their lives on the line
to fight for American women's right
to vote.
The
celebration
concluded
on March 28 with an appearance
by author Gail Dines who led a
discussipn about pornography in
American culture. Dines, a professor
of sociology and women's studies at
Wheelock College, has spent more
than 20 years researching and writing
about the pornography industry.
Dines was the co-editor of "Gender,
Race and Class in Media," which

received the Myers Center Award
for the Study of Human Rights. Her
new book, "Pornland: How Porn Has
Hijacked Our Sexuality," examines
how men and women's perceptions of
relationships and sexuality are shaped
by the pornography industry.
While the Women's History
Month celebration featured several
well-planned and thought-provoking
events, some students still felt
that more could be done for future
celebrations.
"USD does a relatively fair job of
celebrating Women's History Month,
but they could do more considering
there is an overwhelming population
of females at this school," junior
Stephanie Chavez said. "Maybe
having a few more keynote female
speakers, such as female political and
social leaders, would be a good way
to emphasize their importance within
our society."
National Women's History Month
traces its beginnings back to the first
International Women's Day held in
1911. In 1979, the school district
of Sonoma, Calif., participated in
Women's History Week, an event
designed around the week of March 8,
which is International Women's Day.
Responding to the growing
popularity of the event, the U.S.
Congress
passed
a
resolution
recognizing Women's History Week
in 1981. The week was well received,
and soon after schools across the
country began to have their own local
celebrations.
In 1987, Congress expanded the
focus to a whole month. In 2001,
Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Rep.
Barbara Mikulski (D-Maryland) cosponsored the first Joint Congressional
Resolution proclaiming an official
Women s History Month. Other state
departments of education began to
encourage celebrations of National
Women s History Week soon after as
a way to promote equality among the
sexes in the classroom.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
March 6 - March 27

March 9, 2011

March 12, 2011

March 10, 2011

Location: COPLEY LIBRARY

Location: CAMINO HALL

Location: CAMINO HALL

At 9:42 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a
suspicious person. Upon investigation, a female student was
approached by an unknown male subject on 03/08/2011 at
11:30 p.m. The subject sat behind the student and began to
ask her questions. He then placed his hand on the student's
shoulder and began to rub her shoulder, and at this time,
the student fled the area. The subject is described as a
Hispanic male, college age, approximately 6'1" and 200 lbs.
with a muscular build, short dark hair and wearing a blue
Adidas brand jacket and short gray shorts. Should you see
this individual, do not attempt to contact him, and please
DPS immediately at 619-260-2222.

At 6:18 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft.
Upon investigation, a student's bicycle, iPod and sunglasses

At 10:08 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of the odor of
marijuana in a residence hall. Upon investigation, two resident
students were cited for possession of marijuana. During the
room search, one of the students was found in possession
pills. SDPD was contacted and the student was
possession of a controlled substance.

were removed from Camino Hail. WBBH

March 11, 2011

Location;, CAMINO HALL

JL

At 9;48 a.rrj. Public Safety responded to

E PAVILION

Upon investigation, a student repoate'
?Ta Makita
Ife
sunglasses were removed from his*i

lie SafetyP-esponded to a report of grand
ion, two of the seven heaters were found
Student Life Pavilion loading dock.

March 9, 2011
Location: LEGAL RESEARCH CENTER
At 3:56 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of
Upon investigafiorvgpn unknown person wrote vulgar
language on a study carrel. Maintenance was contacted to
remove the drawings. flU|

24, 2011
SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA GARAGE

Location: CUNNINGHAM BASEBA

Public Safety responded to a report of vehicle
vandalism. Upon* investigation, an unknown person "egged"
another student's vehicle. Anyone having information
regarding this incident please contact Public Safety at 619260-7777.

At 12:53 p.m. Public Safety responded to a
of a vending machine. Upon investigati
window was found shattered.

March 9, 2011
Location: CAMINO HALL
At 8:37 p.m. Public Safety resp?
odor of marijuana in a residence hall. Upon investigation,
two students were cited for possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia, minor in possession of alcohol. During
the room search, a four-inch knife belonging to one of the
students was found and confiscated.

March 27, 2011

11, 2011

Location: SPORTS CENTER

Location: MAHER HALL

At 6:22 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a petty
theft. Upon investigation, an unknown person removed an
employee's wallet from a secured locker.

At 1:23 a.m. resident assistants cited two students for minor
in possession of alcohol and two students for being in the
presence of alcohol.

AS candidates face off in election
By Nazin Sedehi
t
Have you voted today? It is now
time for USD students to elect their
new Associated Students president
and vice president for the 2011 -2012
academic year. In order to help students
choose the right candidate, below is
a quick summary of each candidate's
background, qualifications and what
each would like to bring to his or her
position if elected.
After the primary election that was
held last Friday, the final candidates
for president are Stephanie Atienza
and Anthony Pavlovic. The position
of president requires communication
between the student body and the
administration. He or she is also a
representative of the undergraduate
student body.
Atienza is currently the AS director
of student organizations and a resident
assistant. She was also previously the
AS chief of staff. "I believe that I ain
qualified for this position because I
care about the students and I have
the experience to help me lead the
student body," Atienza said. "I have
been helping with AS siijce I was a
freshman."
Atienza references her work with
student organizations as a learning
experience. "I have learned so much
about our campus and our students by
interacting with all of these clubs and
hearing about their struggles, events
and student issues," she said. "I am
a dedicated, optimistic and inclusive
leader, and I would love the opportunity
to serve one more year on the AS
Executive Board."
She said one of her goals is to

make all USD students feel at home
on campus. "I want all of my fellow
Toreros to feel that they have a 'home'
at USD, whether that is through a club,
sport or class," she said.
Pavolvic
has
experience
as
an AS senator, a member of the
AS Restructuring Committee and
PRIDE. "It was our [AS Restructuring
Committee] job to restructure the
entire organization to improve intraorganizational
communication
and
teamwork," Pavolvic said. "Thanks
to our hard work and dedication, our
restructure proposal passed and AS
has now become what it is today. In
addition, I'm a strong public speaker,
empathetic leader and I'm passionate
when it comes to working for others."
Pavolvic said he is excited to
present his own ideas to the campus
community. " I would like to work with
Dining Services to inform students as
to why prices for most food items are
so high," he said. "I also know that in
my time spent with AS already, a lot
of work and research has been done on
the potential establishment of a beach
tram. I still think that could be a great
idea that, if given the chance, could
become a unique and helpful aspect of
our campus. Lastly, I could continue to
urge the administration to rethink their
stance on banning alcohol from tailgates
on campus before big athletic events."
The two candidates for AS vice
president are Naveed Fazal and Jeremy
Whelan. The position involves working
with the president on a multitude of
concerns, acting as a leader for the
student body.
Fazal is a transfer student who is
on the Interfraternity Council board as
the vice president of public relations.

"I see myself as being well qualified
for this position because I hold a strong
belief in student government," Fazal
said. "I have held, and currently hold,
executive-level positions that have
given me experience. In transferring
to USD, I have come to truly love the
school and everyone here. I hold a
different perspective on the university
that I hope to bring to Associated
Students."
Fazal is most interested in i ncreasing
student participation here at USD. "I
hope to increase relations between all
student organizations to create a more
comfortable environment," he said. "In
addition to increasing these relations,
changing events on campus to ones
that interest students would bring more
participation on campus and would help
increase school spirit."
Whelan said he believes that
Catholic social thought is what
motivates him to serve others. "I want
the student population to know that 1 am
the type of leader who wishes to create
change from the ground-floor up," he
said. "My gregarious personality allows
me to cultivate new friendships in order
to greater understand the will of the
students. If you see me walking around
on campus, please stop me and voice
any and all concerns and I shall see that
they do not go unaddressed."
Whelan is most interested in
responding to the concerns of USD
students. "I'm most looking forward
to being able to sit outside of the SLP
and hear the student's attitudes and
feelings towards AS in order to mend
past discrepancies," said Whelan.
The final elections will take place
today starting at 9 a.m. and concluding
tomorrow at 5 p.m.

Honors Trivia Night benefits Sudan Center
TRIVIA, continued from Front Page
theme and is sponsoring an Honors
Trivia Tournament, where the entire
campus community is invited to put
their knowledge to the test. All of
the proceeds from the tournament
will benefit the Southern Sudanese
Community Center, which is an
organization providing after-school
tutoring and other such support services
for Southern Sudanese refugees in San
Diego.
"The Sudanese Center was an
organization that was brought up several
times through a friend," Einspanier said,
"and also one of the students on the

Honors Student Board worked there."
The philanthropy is also helping
to sponsor two children in Mbarara,
Uganda, by funding their education for
an entire year.
The event is open to all students,
faculty and staff, and students do not
have to be in the Honors Program to
participate. Free food from JV's Taco
Shop will be provided, as well as a raffle
with many prizes, including a grand
prize of four tickets to Disneyland.
Planning such an event for the
entire campus community did not come
easy for these academically gifted
students. "Planning and organizing
a large scale philanthropic event has
been challenging," HSB member
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Shane Smith said. "From fundraising
to planning the actual event, everything
is new to the HSB. We are hoping our
efforts pay off and that we receive a
large number of participants."
The Trivia Tournament will take
place in the UC Forums A/B next
Tuesday, April 5. Doors open at 7 p.m.
and teams of four can sign up for $30 in
the Honors office, SLP 409. Individuals
can enter for $5 and all raffle tickets are
just $1.
"We are hoping that the Trivia
Tournament becomes an annual event,"
Smith said, "and we hope to involve
not only the HSB but fellow honors
students in the execution of the event
in the future."
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Members of the USD Men's Rugby Team partnered with Kappa Alpha Theta during the
annual Greek Week skits event on Friday, March 25, in the Sports Center gym.

Greek Week skits are a
crowd pleaser on campus
GREEK, continued from Front Page

can turn out to be more of a dance
production than actual skits.
With the 2011 theme being Walt
Disney, each team of fraternity and
sorority members performed, danced
and acted out their performances
through montages of Disney and
pop songs. All USD fraternities and
sororities participated, with help from
the USD men's rugby team. Kappa
Kappa Gamma performed with Sigma
Phi Epsilon, Kappa Alpha Theta with
the men's rugby team. Alpha Chi Omega
with Lambda Chi Alpha, Gamma Phi
Beta with Beta Theta Pi, Alpha Delta
Pi and Sigma Theta Psi with Delta Tau
Delta and Alpha Phi with Phi Kappa
Theta.
"Many people don't realize how
much time and effort each sorority and
fraternity puts into Greek Week," said
Alpha Chi Omega member Katrina Tate,
"and especially skits, so it was great to
see so many people in the stands."
Skit participants practice for several
hours every night during the weeks
leading up to the skits, but this year was
particularly challenging because spring
break fell the week prior to Greek Week.
The fraternities and sororities had less
time to practice because of the break,
and as a result, the skits were pushed
from their usual fourth day time slot of
Greek Week, Thursday, to the fifth day,
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Friday.
Even with the extra day, however,
some of the dance moves proved to be
too hard to master. "1 came out to support
my friends and it was hilarious to watch
them attempting to dance," senior Sara
Johnson said. "I wish I would've had a
video camera on me because there were
some great bloopers."
Many students in the crowd still
enjoyed the performances,and spectators
cheered loudly for their favorite pairings,
as judges, mostly faculty and universityaffiliated
members,
recorded
the
individual scores. Kappa Kappa Gamma
also happened to be hosting their Mom's
Weekend March 25 to March 27, and
several moms attended the show as a
kick-off to the weekend.
After the performances were done,
spectators and participants waited for the
judges to tally their scores and name the
winner of skits. The judges also revealed
the winners of Greek Week, based on the
number of members that participated in
each event and the amount of money
raised. The judges announced that Alpha
Phi and Delta Tau Delta won Greek
Week and that Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Sigma Phi Epsilon won the skit
competition.
"The Kappas and Sig Eps all had
so much fun working on our skit,"
said Kappa Kappa Gamma member
Laurel McMillan, "and it was great that
everyone's hard work paid off with a
win."
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Erika Chang takes alternative business route
By Lindsey Weintraub
USD alumna Erika Chang is a gogetter. After graduating from USD's
School of Business Administration
in 1992, Chang and her husband,
Aaron Chang, teamed up to create a
swimwear and sportswear business
that featured his photography. Their
company grew from two people to an
international business supplying surf
shops across the globe. Erika Chang
observed that as sales increased, so
did the infrastructure of the business.
Nine years later, the couple licensed
out the brand, which remained
successful until 2008, when the
overhead became too much.
A year later, the couple opened
up an art gallery in Solana Beach. The
Aaron Chang Gallery features large
photographs of waves, surfing and
other travel-inspired photography.
Around the same time, Chang
learned of a new business model.
In November of 2009, a friend
introduced her to Nu Skin Enterprises.
"I was impressed by the consistent
spirit of innovation throughout the 26year history of the company," Chang
said.
According to Chang, Nu Skin's
patented ingredient, ageLOC, is
the only ingredient in the world
that stops aging at a genetic level.
Created by a team of scientists
and research partners at Stanford
University, Purdue University and
genetic research specialist Lifegen
Technologies, ageLOC is a new
category of products that prevents
aging, both externally, and internally
by modifying gene behavior and
resetting the gene to a youthful state.
Joseph Chang, NSE's chief
scientific officer and executive vice
president of product development,
gave insight to the product's
technology.
"Nu Skin's ageLOC approach to
anti-aging looks at the level of genetic
expression of aging and is supported
by our partnerships with some of
the best minds in anti-aging science,
such as our colleagues at LifeGen
Technologies," he said. "Identifying
functional Youth Gene Clusters and
understanding how ingredients can
target and reset those genes to a more
youthful profile helps us develop nextgeneration skin care and nutritional

Photo Courtesy of Erika Chang

Erika Chang promotes Nu Skin products through her company Radiant Life Consulting.

products."
"The science behind these
products and opportunity to capture
market share is one of the strongest
growth sectors in our economy," Erika
Chang said. "The anti-aging industry
was so compelling that I absolutely
had to be a part of it."
She analyzed market trends,
exclusive products and technologies,
partnerships and compensation, and
then created Radiant Life Consulting
in December of 2009.
NSE stock grew from $7 per
share in March of 2009 to $28 per
share in December. According to
Chang, NSE has had 17 consecutive
quarters of record-breaking growth.
NSE's mission statement is to
"pay more money to its distributors
than any other network marketing
company." According to Chang, NSE
has created more millionaires than
Microsoft and Google combined.
However, she points out that Microsoft
and Google paid employees in stock,
and NSE pays in cash.
"I signed up before even seeing
the products," Chang said. "It was

purely a business decision and gut
intuition that this was going to be
something huge."
Through
Radiant
Life
Consulting, Chang's distribution
channel, she provides Nu Skin antiaging technology and is paid to create
demand for the products. She does
this by linking people, one person
at a time, to build a network. This
business model reduces the amount
of overhead required in a traditional
business, like the on she and her
husband had to let go of.
"Let me begin with an incredible,
and verifiable statistic," Chang said.
"Ninety-five percent of people who
are committed to creating a network
with Nu Skin Enterprises for 10 years
reach an annual commission level
that averages $535,000 per year.
That commission isn't just paid out
once, but continually throughout your
lifetime, every year, because you
have built a business that pays you
residually."
In addition, Chang notes that a
unique facet of her business is that it
is inheritable in the event of her death.

This allows her to create a legacy
for her family that will last three
generations.
Another positive aspect is that
she has had virtually no returns.
Chang attributes this to the product's
effectiveness.
Chang
is
also
passionate
about NSE's Nourish the Children
initiative. Nourish the Children has
provided over 200 million meals
to malnourished children around
the world to date. Nu Skin created
VitaMeal, balanced meals made
with malnourished children in mind.
VitaMeal is vegetarian and dairy free,
and allows for ingredients to be added
to adapt to any culture's food.
"I genuinely think," Chang said,
"based on the growth curve of NSE
and the amount of money that is going
to be paid out in commissions in the
next eight years, that world hunger
can be actually eradicated."
Chang
looks
for
openminded, dynamic people who are
entrepreneurial and visionary. She
enjoys the stability and peace of
mind that comes with working
with a 26-year-old company that
is financially secure. According to
Chang, the company has $700 million
in assets and a Dun and Bradstreet
rating of 5A1.
Despite Chang's career success,
she plays an active role in her family
life, stopping all work appointments

at 3:15 p.m. to pick up her kids from
the bus stop. She continues to conduct
business after her kids go to bed,
utilizing technology like Skype to
connect with people from across the
globe.
"This business offers three main
things," Chang said. "Financial
freedom, time freedom and the ability
to look and feel younger."
Chang hopes to turn Radiant
Life Consulting into an anti-aging
franchise that is an executive making
factory in addition to giving back to
Nourish the Children.
Chang credits USD for giving her
the confidence to be a business owner.
At USD, she learned the many facets
of a good business and how to be
resourceful.
"I'll never forget my Econ
professor Dr. Christianson's lesson
in opportunity cost," Chang said.
"Always analyze the cost of the
opportunity forgone. Time away from
family is often the opportunity cost
of success in corporate America. Not
so in this business. Thank you, Dr.
Christianson."
Father O'Leary, whose walk of
faith profoundly impacted her life,
also inspired her. She is eternally
grateful for Father O'Leary's lesson
that God must be at the center of
everything.
"Give back toothers," Chang said.
"Life is short, make it meaningful."

Photo Courtesy of Nu Skin

AgeLOC is one of the products in Chang's distribution channel, Radiant Life Consulting.

Appreciating the AT&T merger with T-Mobile
small things in life could face challenges with FCC
A
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the bone and nerve exposed. At first I
moaned on the couch. When that didn't
help after a couple of days, I finally
began to clean my room, organize my
school papers and get a head start on
schoolwork, anything to take my mind
off of the radiating pain.
I missed all of my classes on the
first Monday back because I had to go
to the doctor in the morning and have
the holes repacked. After a week of
gloomy rain, the sun was emerging
By Lindsey Weintraub
and I drove back to school, feeling the
sunshine emerging inside and out. 1
Over spring break, instead of marveled at the stunning beauty of the
partying the days away on the beaches mountains and the water, with the sun
of Cabo or making trips to Disneyland, glistening through the marine layer,
I spent 90 percent of my time on the leaving a gossamer skyline. I realized
couch with squirrel cheeks after I got how ridiculously lucky I am.
my wisdom teeth taken out. I could
I didn't spend much time getting
only eat foods such as sorbet, pudding frustrated at drivers on the road because
and soup. I could barely open up my it wasn't worth cringing and hurting
mouth. I slept only a couple of hours my sore mouth. I tried to be as calm
each night. I watched movie after as possible so that I didn't tense up my
movie with frozen com on my face in jaw, which I could barely move due to
hopes of returning to normalcy.
muscle tension and swelling.
It was amazing how fast I got tired
Even though I wasn't completely
of sorbet. Even though I indulged in healed and was still in pain, it was so
fruity delights such as coconut, mango, much improvement that I didn't care
raspberry and lemon, it wasn't the things weren't perfect. I was happy to
tantalizing smell of my mom's home be back at school and see my friends. It
cooking wafting through the air. Even was good just to get off the couch and
though I love sugar more than almost move around. Sleeping eight hours was
anyone, I got tired of being limited to magical, even if it made me realize just
sweets.
how tired I was. When I ate a grilled
As my dad read a story about cheese and fries from the SLP, my first
baseball player Tim Lincecum's usual solid-ish food in 10 days, I was ecstatic.
order at In-In-Out, which consists of It took me forever to eat it, but it was
three double-doubles, two fries and a well worth it.
chocolate-strawberry shake, my mouth
Even though I had to wake up
started to water. The picture of the meal early for 7 a.m. doctor's appointments
neatly packed into an In-N-Out box before class and do exercises each
drove me nearly insane. If only 1 had day to stretch the muscles in my jaw,
known just how long it would be before I realized how lucky I am that this is
I could sink my teeth into a hamburger. temporary. Some people have to deal
When my dad walked out of the room with pain every day. Sure, I was limited
I ran to his computer and minimized it. to a few foods for a short period of
As time went on, my mouth didn't time, but usually I am free to eat almost
get better as 1 assumed it would, it got anything I want. I appreciate sleeping
worse. The first day gave me a false through the night instead of waking up
sense of confidence, because each day constantly.
after brought more pain and swelling. I
It was a reminder of how good I
was tired of looking like a squirrel and have it and what truly matters in life.
I was dying for a real meal.
Even if I didn't come back feeling
It turned out that I had developed physically refreshed. I have a newfound
dry socket, a condition that occurs gratitude for the small things in life that
when the blood clot around the seem like gaping holes once they're
extraction site gets dislodged, leaving missing.
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By Andrew Daou

Springtime is often the season for
companies to define themselves and
blossom. For wireless provider giant
AT&T, a merger with fellow carrier
T-Mobile could do just that. On March
20, 2011, AT&T, the nation's largest
mobile phone provider, revealed its
intention to buy T-Mobile USA for $39
billion from Deutsche Telekom.
In the deal, AT&T entered a final,
definitive agreement with German
telecommunications company Deutsche
Telekom AG. The $39 billion purchase
price will include a cash payment of
$25 billion with the remaining balance
in AT&T stock.
T-Mobile is currently the fourth
largest wireless carrier in the United
States market, with more than 33 million
subscribers and an annual revenue
stream of $21.35 billion in 2010.
However, the company is struggling to
compete with industry leaders Verizon
and AT&T.
The proposed merger would
increase AT&T's current 95.5 million
wireless customer base up to roughly
129 fnillion, a 26 percent increase.
AT&T will surpass its most worthy
competitor, Verizon, leading many
to think this deal has the potential
to create a monopoly. The Federal
Communications
Commission

+
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Hailey Means/The Vista

will definitely be interested in the
technicalities.
The FCC is an independent agency
of the U.S. government and the top
regulatory body for radio, television,
cable and satellite communications.
Getting approval from the FCC will be a
major obstacle for the proposed merger.
The FCC and AT&T have had many
clashes in the past concerning AT&T's
potential threat as a monopoly. In the
past, the FCC has controlled telephone
rates and limited profits for AT&T to
ensure nondiscriminatory pricing. This
was done to eliminate the possibility of
AT&T controlling the market by setting
high prices. In 1996, Congress enacted
the Telecommunications Act to create
more competition in the local telephone
service marketplace.
The FCC does not want to approve
a union that could set discriminatory
prices to customers, making competition
too steep for other entrants into the
wireless carrier market. Interest group
Public Knowledge stated that the deal
would cause "higher prices, fewer
choices and less innovation."
Many T-Mobile customers are
outraged, as T-Mobile has been a
company that has offered cheaper
service in terms of voice and data
service plans in the past. This has also
served to keep market prices lower.
Now the market is at the mercy of three
players, including AT&T, Verizon and

Sprint.
AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson,
however, believes that the merger would
enhance network quality and capacity,
which would lead to hefty savings for
the company. As for innovation, the
company claims that a fast, efficient
solution will be implemented to create
growth, but this solution has not been
revealed.
The network is also working on
Long Term Evolution. LTE is the latest
mobile network technology tree that is
commonly known as a fourth generation
standard network (4G) of radio
technologies, designed to improve the
capacity and speed of mobile networks.
With Comcast's colossal acquisition
of NBC Universal this year along with
the AOL and Huffington Post merger,
AT&T teaming with T-Mobile means
more large conglomerates. When there
are fewer players in the market, the fear
is higher prices and less innovation.
Sprint Chief Executive Dan Heese
shared these sentiments in his first public
comments since the announcement.
"I do have concerns that it would
stifle innovation," Heese said, "and too
much power would be in the hands of
two."
However, AT&T says that they are
confident that the facts will demonstrate
to the FCC that the deal is in the public
interest rather than an attempt for
domination.
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'You grow up the day you hare your first real laugh - at yourself.
- ETHEI. BARRYMORE
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Buy an MTS
Student Monthly Pass.
Unlimited Bus and Trolley rides all month long!

With more than 36 credential and master's degree
opportunities, we're confident we have a program for you.
APU offers:
• Convenient classes at 8 Southern California locations and online.
• Programs in teaching, counseling, physical education, and administration.
• NCATE-accredited programs recognized by all 50 states and internationally.
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"5 @sdmts
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• Resources that make transferring to APU a seamless process.

Classes start five times throughout the year.
Contact us today!
REM (800)825-5278

Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase. No refunds, no exceptions,void if removed.

www.apu.edu/explore/education

AZUSA PACIFIC

graduatecenter@apu.edu
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Director of Finance
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Sports on HD TVs • Free Wi-Fi • Video Games
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g' Applications on the Vista
office door, SLP 403B
g' Applications due by Friday,
April 1 st, 5pm
S' Submit applications to Marie
Minnick in UC 132
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1221 Garnet Ave

(Next to Trader Joe's)

(858) 642-6900
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LEFT:The earthquake-damaged Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan, which has contaminated the area's soil and water. RIGHT: The San Ofore nuclear power plant is less than 50 miles from USD.

Nuclear power not worth the monetary or social costs
Japan's nuclear crisis offers U.S. moment of reflection and re-evaluation
By Sarah Jorgensen
In light of the devastating events
in Japan, the United States has a key
opportunity to re-evaluate itself.Japan,
one of the world's most industrialized
countries with an economy similar
in scope to the United States, not
only experienced a dramatic series of
powerful natural events, but is USD
now experiencing what could truly be
a defining crisis in the 21st century.
The most modern and major scare the breakdown of safety measures at
the Fukushima Power Plant - has left
me extremely doubtful of the merits of
nuclear power.
According
to
CNN,
the
Fukushima Power Plant houses
nuclear reactors containing super-hot,
uranium-filled fuel tods that conduct
nuclear fission. Usually, water acts
as a cooling system for the reactors.
But the earthquake and subsequent
tsunami knocked out the three backup

cooling systems for some of the
reactors, though the fission itself was
stopped. This left the fuel rods to
heat up to 1200 degrees Fahrenheit,
which is hot enough to melt the fuel
rods themselves, creating a nuclear
meltdown. Thankfully, seawater was
pumped in to cool the rods, stopping
the meltdown. The surrounding area
was quickly evacuated except for a
handful of workers fighting to get the
reactors back under control.
As many people know, radiation
poisoning in large amounts has been
found to be a direct cause of cancer
and other harmful diseases. Scientists
have claimed that the amount of
radiation that leaked from Fukushima
was miniscule compared to the atomic
bombs and Russia's Chernobyl
disaster. The full effects of this
calamity will not manifest themselves
for at least a couple of years, since
scientists still do not fully understand
the exact range the radiation has
reached, according to NPR.

Who is
John Gait?

By Sarah Jorgensen
My newest bookstore purchase
is, perhaps, one of the longest books I
will ever read from cover to cover. It is
1,069 pages long with the smallest font
I have ever seen in print. And, unlike
some of my other literary goals, this
one I know I will complete, because
it is the masterpiece of one of the past
century's most underrated artists and
thinkers: Ayn Rand.
When most people hear "The
Fountainhead" or "Atlas Shrugged,"
they picture the notoriously long and
difficult tomes in front of them and
outright refuse to read them, simply
on principle. However, if you are
one of those people who likes a good
challenge that ends in an even better
reward, I encourage you to pursue
Rand's work.
Rand was born in St. Petersburg,
Russia, in 1905. She lived through
both the Kerensky Revolution and the
Bolshevik Revolution; she supported
the first, but rejected the tenants of
the second. She eventually left for the
United States with dreams of being
a screenwriter, but eventually found
more success in books.
"The
Fountainhead,"
Rand's
second novel and breakout success, was
originally rejected by 12 publishers,
and "Atlas Shrugged," her last work
of fiction, took 10 years to complete.
After that, she began lecturing on a
philosophy she had created through
these two books: objectivism.
The main character, of "The
Fountainhead," Howard Roark, is
Rand's ideal Objectivist man. Without
giving away too much of the fastpaced, scandal-filled plot, Roark is an
architect who strives to make a career
based on his personal architecture

tastes and theories; no one else
matters to Roark but himself. This
leads him to do some questionable
and at times violent actions, since his
only concern is himself. Everything
he did for himself, he believed, was
for the greater good of society. Other
characters in the book, like rival
architect Peter Keating, serve as the
opposite balance to Roark's character,
but encounter many problems of their
own.
From what I have heard, I know
that "Atlas Shrugged" is Rand's wider
application of this philosophy on a
grand scale. I also know that the plot
includes a transcontinental railroad
and a mysterious man named John
Gait.
I am already, convinced of
Objectivism's merits. Living your life
according to your beliefs and goals is
important, but it is crucial to care for
those around you as well. It's a very
empowering philosophy, but more
compassion is definitely needed as a
supplement.
Even if you don't agree with
Rand, I highly urge you to read
"The Fountainhead" and then "Atlas
Shrugged." Not only is the underlying
philosophy very intriguing, but the
stories themselves are legendary.
Rand is a masterful writer who creates
intriguing characters and stunning
settings. Over my winter vacation,
once the story had picked up, I flew
through the close to 900 pages of "The
Fountainhead," reading for hours.
Though you can take it slow, I warn
that you will not put it down during the
final third.
On a personal level,the philosophy
was very empowering, especially at
this time in my life where I am close
to assuming full independence for
the first time. Rand's works help me
remember that I will have the power
to decide my own future soon and that
I shouldn't simply succumb to what I
am expected to do by society.
So the next time you have a long
break with nothing to do, and even
YouTube and StumbleUpon have
gotten boring, at least give "The
Fountainhead" a try. But, as Rand
probably would add, only if you decide
to do it.

According to The New York
Times, however, the radiation has
begun to spread into the soil and
water surrounding the plant, making
it far easier for people to become
contaminated.
With the price of oil continuously
rising, and with the widespread use
of sustainable solar panels, wind
power and hydropower still years in
the future, nuclear power offers some
benefits. Besides being efficient (most
captured power can be used directly for
energy with little lost in the process),
it can also be utilized in areas lacking
the resources for the aforementioned
environment-dependent
energy
sources.
However, it is also an extremely
expensive venture. No new plants
have been built in California since
the 1970s for that reason, according
to the California Energy Commission.
Nuclear waste would be devastating for
our troubled and strained environment,
especially since scientists base most

of their information off of the nuclear
bomb explosions in Japan during
World War II - not exactly the most
current information. Though many
nuclear power supporters claim how
clean the emissions from the plants
are, they do not mention the tons of
toxic waste that will contaminate our
environment for hundreds of years to
come. There is still much for scientists
to learn about this new technology.
According to the California
Energy
Commission,
nuclear
power accounts for 12.8 percent of
California's power supply. The closest
nuclear reactors to USD are Diablo
Canyon near San Luis Obispo and
San Onofre, which can be seen from
the 1-5 on the drive from San Diego
to Los Angeles. In fact, according to
Google Maps, the San Onofre reactor
is a meager 46 miles from our campus.
In the event of a major earthquake
or other environmental disaster, our
school would be directly at risk for
nuclear radiation. I cannot imagine

the effects that these two reactors
would have on not only San Diego,
but also Los Angeles. Essentially, two
of the U.S.'s most populous cities are
at a radically high risk, endangering
millions of people.
Nuclear power offers many
excellent options, but ultimately the
dangers outweigh the benefits. Our
debt-ridden country does not need to
spend its money on nuclear power
- an energy source that eventually
will cost millions of dollars to build
and maintain. With dangers like
cancer hanging in a delicate balance,
especially in an earthquake-prone zone
like California, it seems that the costs
far outweigh the benefits. Perhaps if
scientists are able to do more research
on the effects and impacts of radiation,
a safer system could possibly be
created. Until then, nuclear plants
should be closely monitored and
maintained to prevent an incident like
the one in Japan from happening in
our university's backyard.

Secret Millionaire too secretive
Popular television show distorts American poverty
By Bianca Bruno
Americans often pride themselves
on being generous when giving back
to others, as can be seen by the aid and
volunteers they've sent to countries
such as Haiti and Japan during times
of crisis. However, many people are
not aware of the many problems that
American citizens face every day,
especially the millions of Americans
who live in extreme poverty.
The media does not typically
discuss the poverty in the United
States, which is why the show "Secret
Millionaire," which recently aired on
ABC, has received so much hype.
While the show offers a limited
glimpse of what poverty looks like
in America, and the generosity
that wealthy strangers can bring to
deserving charities or individuals, it
fails to address these issues on a longterm, institutional level, which only
further instigates the gap between the
rich and the poor.
According to CNN, the show is
a conceptual cousin to the television
show "Undercover Boss" and features
a wealthy person going undercover for
six days, volunteering with charities
in the most dilapidated communities
in the U.S. At the end of the week, the
millionaires reveal their true identities
and donate at least $100,000 to the
various charities they worked with.
While the show is a nice
concept, it only serves to glamorize
the wealthy donors as the key to
solving America's poverty problems
rather than improving government
assistance agencies or instituting new
ones, which would help communities
fight poverty for a lifetime instead
of for as long as a few thousand
dollars lasts. Is it even necessary for
the identity of the millionaires to be
secret in the first place? The structure
implies that the purpose of the secrecy
serves as a way for the millionaires to
tell who the most deserving charities
are. What it says is that the charities
would have been tlishonest in some
way had they known about the true
identity of the millionaires and their
intention in volunteering with their
organization. What a concept, ABC.
Just when I thought charities couldn't
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get any more greedy.
The show also emphasizes the
importance of writing a check rather
than the value of volunteering. The
climax at the end of the show focuses
on the amount of money the kind
stranger, who just so happens to be
a millionaire, chooses to donate to
the charities they volunteered with.
It undermines the value of the actual
time they spent working with the
charities and the relationships they
built with the people they met. It's a
Cinderella story that makes people
feel good at the end of the day,
but it doesn't emphasize the true
positive qualities of the show and the
goodness of volunteering, both for the
person giving back and the person or
community receiving help.
Viewers even feel that seeing
lives change is more important than
watching the millionaires give away
money, as reported in a poll on ABC.
com. Donating time is, in my opinion,
far more important and valuable
than cutting someone a check. The
importance of lending a hand rather
than some money should not be
devalued in a reality show setting,
especially during an economic
recession. Many people cannot afford
to donate large sums of money to
charities, but can instead donate their
time and support.
The facade of reality television
is
an
inappropriate
channel
through which to try and help
poor communities and people. It is
unrealistic for a wealthy person to "try

out" living on $40 for one week, as
was demonstrated by Marc Paskin, La
Jolla local and millionaire, who went
to a poor neighborhood in Detroit as a
part of his participation with the show.
In an article in the. Union-Tribune,
Paskin said that he was scared to be
in the Detroit neighborhood where the
show was filmed.
"The area of Detroit was very
bad - crime, drugs, lots of police
sirens," he said. "It was a bit scary. I
was happy to leave and come back to
paradise."
While Paskin has been lucky
enough to have the capability to come
and go to poor neighborhoods as he
pleases, others are not so lucky. That
neighborhood he was so happy to leave
happens to be the reality for thousands
of people who do not have the luxury
of going to back "paradise."
While it is unfair to say that
the show "Secret Millionaire" is
deplorable on all levels, it serves
as a pathetic attempt to scratch
the surface of the glass ceiling of
poverty that many have yet to break
through. It reaffirms the American
trend of throwing money at causes
rather than actually donating time or
getting to know an organization or
an individual on a personal level. It
is irresponsible for wealthy people
to go into impoverished communities
without having a true knowledge or
understanding of the daily realities
they face and how, for them, those
realities will not cease to exist after
the cameras stop rolling.
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"You don't need no razor or a three-piece suit to argue the truth."
- Brett Dennen

Sugar tax smart idea for California
By Angelique Bash
The obesity rate contiunes to
grow, much like the waistlines of
many Americans. Childhood obesity
in particular has reached an alarming
height, with the number of obese children
doubling in the past three decades.
Being obese makes children susceptible
to a number of health complications,
including Type-2
Diabetes, high
cholesterol, high
blood
pressure
(which can lead to heart disease) and
sleep apnea. It can also bring about a
greater risk of liver disease, asthma and
orthopedic issues.
Assembly member Bill Monning,
who represents the 27th District believes
he has a possible solution to this
epidemic. He is proposing Assembly
Bill 669, which calls for an excise tax of
one penny per fluid ounce on sweetened
beverages sold in California. According
to a piece in the Union-Tribune written
by Monning, the funds raised by the
tax - an estimated $1.7 billion per year
- would be "directed to a California
Children's Health Promotion Fund and
be used exclusively to combat childhood
obesity."
In addition, Monning said that they
would be used "to support physical
education, healthful school lunches,
community-based nutrition and wellness
programs throughout the state."
This bill seems to be the change
that California needs. There are high
hopes for AB 669, with expectations
that the tax will pan out similarly to the

tax on cigarettes that was implemented
in 1988.
"California increased the taxes on
cigarettes with the goal of reducing the
number of smokers by changing their
purchasing habits and by expanding
smoking cessation and education
programs," Monning said. "As a result,
smoking has decreased in California by
60 percent."
Though the bill promises nothing
but good things for the state, AB 669 has
been met with much controversy.
According to Bloomberg News,
Muhtar Kent, chief executive of CocaCola, said, "I have never seen it work
where a government tells people what to
eat and what to drink. If it worked, the
Soviet Union would still be around."
It should not come as a surprise that
the chief executive of a massive soda
company is not thrilled with the idea of
a sweetened beverage tax. Though this
fallacy of comparing a beverage tax to
the reign of the Soviet Union is startling,
numerous Americans are nodding their
heads in agreement with claims like
this. Many are speaking out, arguing
that the tax is the government's way of
attempting to control what they drink.
The bill would not force people
to drink certain beverages; they will,
as always, be fully able to make the
decisions that they want. The tax is
simply leveling the price range between
sweetened drinks and healthier choices
for beverages. It is meant to steer the
public in the right direction and aid them
in making choices that will impact their

overall health. AB 669 is not promising
to cure obesity, but it is a step in the
right direction for curbing some of the
habits that lead to the disease.
J. Justin Wilson of the Center
for Consumer Freedom has spoken
out harshly about the bill. In a UnionTribune article, Wilson claims, "Our
diets are generally quite varied; in fact,
soft drinks account for less than six
percent of the average person's calories,
according to the National Cancer
Institute."
With sweetened beverages allegedly
making up such a small amount of one's
diet, one must then wonder why there is
such uproar about their taxation.
Monning addresses his opponents'
concerns. "This argument assumes
sugary drinks are a food staple
containing nutritional value," Monning
said. "The reality is that these beverages
are full of empty calories and have little
to no nutritional value... The only thing
these drinks are currently providing to
low-income Californians is the promise
of. lifelong health problems."
No matter what one's stance is
regarding AB 669, there is no doubt that
obesity is a problem that needs a solution.
Though sweetened beverages are not
singularly responsible for the surge of
obesity, they do hold a significant part
of the equation. Consuming less of
them can help improve the health of
our youth, and as a result, our general
population. AB 669 can help steer us
in the right direction toward a healthier
tomorrow.

USD Closet Project: a positive venture
By Colleen Dunn
The USD Closet Project, found
at usdclosetproject.proboards.com, is
an anonymous website started by an
unknown USD student for gay students
who are still in the closet. The identity of
the creator and moderator of the Project
has not been disclosed and, when asked,
several members of PRIDE admitted
that they had not even heard of the site
or the Project. Formerly, PRIDE had
been the only LGBT group on campus
and the most likely to start a website
of this kind. However, since PRIDE
has not taken responsibility for the
site, it seems that USD Closet Project
is a whole different enterprise sure to
change the gay community of USD
forever.
The introduction to the USD Closet
Project states that, "This forum will try
to reach out to the men and women at
USD who are still in the closet and may
feel alone in their struggles like I [the
founder] did. The USD Closet Project
will show closeted men and women on
the USD campus, or people questioning
their sexuality at all, that they are not
the only ones dealing with this."
The website seems to have been
created just a few weeks ago, with
its welcome post dated March 7. The
first post on the forum is an emotional
retelling of the battles faced while in
the closet from the mysterious founder
himself.
"Personally, my high school years
were some of the darkest years of my
life," he wrote. "Freshman year was a

time when I was well aware that I was
gay, but I refused to admit it to myself."
The founder details how he
attempted to remain in the closet by
acting outwardly happy and ensuring
he was never without a girlfriend. The
story concludes with an invitation for
others to share their own stories or to
lend their support to the students that
walk the halls of Serra Hall or the Joan
B. Kroc Institute of Peace and Justice
in constant fear of revealing who they
are. It even offers an anonymous e-mail
address; anyone can contact the founder
at usdclosetproject@gmail.com - a
smart move since even anonymously
posting might be terrifying for some.
The moderator's welcome message
includes the popular and classic serenity
prayer, urging his peers to start coming
to terms with their identity: "God, grant
me the serenity to accept the things I
cannot change, the courage to change
the things I can, and the wisdom to
know the difference." After years of
Catholic school and Sunday service
with my family, this is the only prayer
that has always stuck with me. To see it
used on this website to offer comfort and
hope in the face of a struggle genuinely
affected me on a deep level.
Although I consider myself a
strong supporter of gay rights, I am not
a member of PRIDE. I have never taken
an active role in rallying support for the
gay community at USD. I had also never
considered what it must be like to have
to go through the process of coming out
of the closet. My perspective seems to
be common at USD. Men and women
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who are in the closet do not seem
to find the support they need. I was
floored by the struggles and the bravery
of this budding community. This is a
community that deserves the support
of the school and other USD students,
whether they are gay or straight.
There has been little to no publicity
for the Project around campus. No torn
up, rain-worn fliers plaster the sidewalks
and the website is not endorsed by
the school itself or any organizations
on campus. Yet, it continues to be the
first and only current form of support
targeted toward USD students in the
closet, a population that, despite being
seldom talked about, may be larger than
anyone would expect.
The creation of the Project deprives
people of the ability to continue to
ignore this phenomenon. I think that
at our school, people have a tendency
to ignore differences and assume that
everyone is just what they seem to be.
It's time to look deeper and to open
discussion and offer support to USD
students in the closet, as well as provide
them with a community. It's time
something like this was created.
The ultimate goal of the Project
site seems to be to provide the support
and the courage necessary for the USD
students who are afraid of coming out
because of what their family, friends
or other people might think. As the
welcome post of the Project states, "We
are who we are; that cannot change, but
the way we view ourselves can. Let's
wise up and accept the men and women
we are born to be."
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Letters to the Editor Policy
The Vista strongly encourages letters to the editor from
students, faculty, staff, administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent to channeke@usdvista.com
with the subject line "Letter to the Editor."
Submissions must be limited to 300 words and
include verifiable contact information.
Letter content will not be edited for clarity, style
or grammar in order to preserve its authenticity.

The Vista does not publish anonymous letters,
those addressed to a third party or letters in poor taste.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Letter to the Editor
In The Vista issue of February 17,2011, Inter Club Council Meetings were
discussed in the AS column at length by Vista Correspondent, Nazin Sedehi.
She raised some concerns about student support and involvement in ICC, which
I would like to address hereafter.
As" the current, Director of Student Organizations, I am the official
representative to all registered student organizations on campus. ICC is
something very important to me, the AS Senate, and all of the AS leadership.
It is an open forum for students to publicize events, meet new people, and
voice their student issues. I think it is great that our students have this resource
available to them. In ICC members speak directly to the senators regarding
issues that pertain to their respective club or organizations.
Although we haven't been getting as much feedback as we would like
from the clubs at ICC, we have come up with a solution! As a change for this
semester, the Student Organizations Senate Committee members divide up
going into each club's meetings to introduce themselves and let the clubs know
that they are a resource for them! We decided that this approach would be
beneficial to everyone because clubs members may be more inclined to speak
up in their own meeting setting versus to a room of over one-hundred and
twenty people. I hope to extend the services of ICC and AS Senate to everyone
and am personally willing to hear first-hand about any club's concerns.
ICC has taken off into a new direction that is very empowering for the
students. If anyone has any questions or concerns feel free to contact me! Also,
if you are interested in ICC, come to our next two meetings on March 1 or April
19 in Soloman Hall! We would love to have you!
- Stephanie Atienza, AS Director of Finance

Don't be a nugget!
Write for The Uista!
E-mail...
channeke@usduista.com
9U
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USD's housing pales in comparison to off-campus options
Associate Editor Chris Hanneke was quick to point out the merits of on-campus living,
For students living on campus, Monday was the final deadline to make your on-campus
despite the higher prices. "On campus you're paying for security and convenience, and off
housing deposit for next year, and the housing lottery will begin next week. At many schools, this
campus you're paying for a different type of atmosphere," he said. "It's easy to say that onwould directly impact the majority of the student body. However, half of USD's upperclassmen
campus housing should be cheaper, but you aren't paying for utilities, you have everything right
may be arranging to sign lease and rental forms this week instead.
there for you, and you have a built-in community of friends. Down on Mission Beach, you have
According to USD's admissions website, approximately 50 percent of upperclassmen choose
to worry about break-ins and loud annoying neighbors that never stop partying, so it evens out."
to live off campus. Despite this rather low number, USD has been triumphantly advertising
However, even the on-campus housing process itself can offer complications because of this
that housing rates will not rise next year. Though we at The Vista applaud this, we still believe
trend. Some students who must remain on campus because of scholarships or other circumstances
that housing rates could be lower and that this would contribute to a more cohesive campus
may have problems finding roommates since so many people choose
community.
"USD not raising housing prices over last year - that's a lot
to move off campus.
USD will have to become more
"Even though it is expensive, I have to stay on campus for junior
like starving kids in Africa getting the same amount of food as they
year in the fall because I don't have a car to commute," Opinion
always have," Arts & Culture Editor Kyle Strickland said. "There's competitive in its offerings in order to
Editor Sarah Jorgensen said. "It's been stressful trying to find
no improvement to an already awful situation. I wouldn't pay the
roommates who aren't planning to live on Mission Beach. It sure will
ridiculous rent of living on campus ever again, even if my only keep students from moving off campus
be convenient to live in San Buenaventura next year, but this has just
alternative was to live in a trailer park in Arizona. At least in the
in the high numbers that have been
been a huge hassle."
trailer park I can.drink beer freely with my buds and not have to pay
Finding a roommate can become even more difficult when
tons extra just to get in trouble for it."
consistent in past years.
studying abroad is thrown into the mix."'Next year I plan on moving
Managing Editor Allie Safran agrees, adding that the aesthetic
off campus for the first time since going to college," Assistant Opinion Editor Bianca Bruno said.
of living at the beach, which many USD students choose to do, makes it a tough deal for USD to
"I will be living in an off-campus apartment that my parents bought as an investment. Since 1
beat. "You get more for your money living at the beach," she said. "It's the same price, or less,
will be studying abroad in the spring, I've been trying to find a roommate to live with for only
and you live steps away from the ocean. When else in your life can you do something like that?
one semester, which has proven to be difficult. Navigating housing during college is something
USD would have to lower their prices significantly to make living on campus a good deal."
that a lot of students seem to be worrying about second semester. My advice for students who
Copy Editor Jen Gabrielli adds that for students who do not spend a majority of their time
are struggling to find a roommate is to ask friends of friends for recommendations on anyone
on campus, living off campus just makes more sense. "The incentive for staying on, though, is
who might be looking for a roommate. While it is fun to live with friends in college, sometimes
about convenience," she said. "It's for those who don't have cars, for those who work on campus
acquaintances can turn out to be good roommates too."'
or spend the majority of their time there. For those who don't live on campus, to move back to
Living on campus has its clear benefits. Let's face it, it would be pretty nice not to have to
campus, they will need more of an incentive, like, better prices or a gift. For instance, when I
deal with parking every day. But USD will have to become more competitive in its offerings in
was applying to colleges, one said they would give laptops to all incoming freshmen. If USD
order to keep a higher number of students living on campus. Lower prices are the key to solving
gave me a laptop, a flat-screen TV or even free gas for the school year, I would totally move
this problem, but a few extra perks wouldn't hurt either. In the meantime, students will enjoy
back on campus. The fact is that living off campus - even just down the hill in the Linda Vista
both ends of the USD living spectrum: easy access to class on campus and easy access to the
neighborhood -1 have cheaper rent, a garage, free laundry, my own room and a pool and jacuzzi.
beach off campus.
And no R.A."

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Breaking down the breakdowns

LIBYA

By Bianco Bruno, Sarah Jorgen.s\ a ( heIsen Robinson, I Hie Safinn

y •"
T
I ^ H O W IT HAPPENED

HOW IT HAPPENED

On Feb. 17 1 , 2011, concurrent to the civil and political unrest in Egypt, protests against Colonel Muammar el-Qaddafi's dictatorial
rule erupted in the Middle Eastern country of Libya. Dubbed the "Day of Rage," thousands ran into the streets out of mosques after
prayers to rise ag^istthe longest and strongest rule in the country's history. Qaddafi responded to the unrest by unleashing a slew
of violent acts and prompting mass media to cry "genocide." Additionally, he shut down the Internet, telephones and*oth^r media
outlets, blacking put the destruction from the rest of the world. In an attempt to prove to the world that he still retained cdntrol
his country, Qaddafi streamed a video from an old military field in Tripoli. When asked about the current turmoil, Qaddafi repli
"What turmoil?"The bloodshed culminated in an ugly battle on March 2 when Qaddafi and his army pursued rebels in the ci
Brega, which has strategic oil reserves. On March 19, American and European forces responded by launching a military camp
aimed against Qaddafi and his regime. According toThe New YorkTimes, President Barack Obama recently addressed the Libya
siege, saying that it was in the national interest of the United States to stop a potential massacre.The conflict borders on ciVM-war
as the country's fate lies in the battle between the rebels and the allies versus Qaddafi and his unceasing loyalists.
4

On March 11, 2011, a devastating 8.9 magnitude earthquake.struck the west coast of
Japan, the most powerful quake to ever hit the country.The earthquake was a result » •
of the tectonic activity of the North American and Pacific plates, an area commonly
known as the Japan Trench. According toThe New York Times, the Pacific plate
generally moves about three and a quarter inches annually in this vicinity. In this
instance, however, the Pacific plate was violently forced upward, underneath the
North American plate, which in turn caused an immense earthquake.

CONSEQUENCES

»

This abrupt upward movement generated a large release of energy from the
epicenter and into the Pacific Ocean, causing a tsunami with wave heights of up
to 20 feet along the coast of Japan, and extending tsunami warnings as far as the
U.S. and South America. Buildings, cars and even a ship were swept away by these
destructive waves.
According toThe NewYorkTimes.VasilyV.Titov, the director of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration's Center for Tsunami Research, commented on
the current situation. "In Japan, the public is among the best educated in the world
about earthquakes and tsunamis," he said. "But it's still not enough time."
Although seismologists had made predictions and speculations, nothing could have properly prepared Japan for this series
of events. The New YorkTimes further reported that as of March 29, over 11,000 people were reported dead and 17,000 were listed
missing, although there is expected to be some overlap amidst the two groups.
One of the largest nuclear power plants in Japan, the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant, was terribly affected by the natural
disasters and escalated the stress amongst the Japanese. Two of the nuclear reactors at the power plant were damaged by the
earthquake. Within a reactor are fuel rods which create power and atom fission. When the earthquake occurred, the safety system
in place worked to prevent the nuclear fission from taking shape by stopping power from being generated. Although this seemed
promising for the plant, the three cooling systems that were in place to prevent the nuclear rods from overheating all failed, and the
reactors' temperature immediately began to rise, causing steam and explosions.
In San Diego, all weather and news channels were alerting the public to seek shelter on higher grounds, forcing many Mission
Beach and Pacific Beach residents to panic and flee their homes.The entire coast of California and the West Coast in general was
on guard, with predictions of a potentially devastating tsunami. Fortunately, nothing more than currents and rough waters wer§
reported. But the results of the earthquake and tsunami for Japan were more than destructive, and, unfortunately, the streak of
damaging events did not stop with the natural disasters.

»
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CONSEQUENCES

Qaddafi's brutal retaliation against his people surpasses that of any other dictator in the Middle Eastern conflict. Although casualties
have not been confirmed, experts estimate that the death toll could be as much as 6,500. Qaddafi's regime successfully kept the
magnitude of the situation under wraps for a few weeks, but sources such asThe New YorkTimes now claim that if Western forces
did not intervene, death tolls could have reached 100,000. France has taken a leadership role in battling the Libyan conflict, as they,
were the first country to fight on the ground.They, along with Qatar, have legitimized the Libyan National Council as the leader in
Libya.The U.S., among other countries, followed with air and sea attacks.The most poignant consequence of the unrest in Libya is
that it fuels the fire in the area, so to speak, by unleashing a chain reaction of violence in an already unstable area.To note, Yemen,
another Middle Eastern country, has begun to see incipient riot stages.
Although many pundits may direct America's motive for entering the war at oil, the Libyan conflict is centered on civil rights. In
fact, China is Libya's largest oil customer, with the U.S. not even on the bill. Because China is no strangerto civilian oppression and
dictatorships, it is unlikely that they will aid Libyan rebels in their fight. According to National Public Radio, the Obama administration
believes that the no-fly zone approach is working and that U.S. ground forces will not be deployed. Europe's involvement comes at
a difficult time for the region, as it is economically weakened. The debt woes shed light on the possibility that Europe may not be
able to withstand the loyalist forces for an extended period of time.The U.S.'s desire of early withdrawal and the increasing debt of
European countries leave the future of Libya's government unknown. If democracy is meant to flourish in the region, it is unclear
who will be able to establish a stable government once the fighting has ceased, or if even Qaddafi can be stopped in his bloodr.
soaked tracks.

WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW

* 1

2,

Per Obama's speech on March 28, the U.S. has no vital interests in Libya. He expressed that he does not want a repeat of the Iraq
War, nor does he want to perpetuate the loss of more civilian lives. According toThe Wall Street Journal, on March 29, 2011, U.S.
Secretary of State Hilary Clinton met with Mahmoud Jibril, the leader of the Libyan rebel movement, to further support efforts to
overthrow Qaddafi.The article also mentions that Clinton is representing one nation out of 40 that are currently looking to implement
a United Nations resolution to try and protect Libyan citizens.The unification of these nations shows a concentrated effort to not
only end the violence in Libya, but also to prevent uprisings in surrounding nations.The allies continue to send resources to the wartorn nation. In the country itself, Qaddafi's loyalist forces have prevented the rebels from moving westward, and American forces
have begun to attack Qaddafi's forces on the Mediterranean Sea.

WHY IT MATTERS TO USD STUDENTS
Given the civil rights violations that Qaddafi committed against civilian protestors, the conflict in Libya is a humanitarian crisis that
members of the USD community should be concerned about. As a Catholic university, USD preaches Catholic social teaching that
emphasizes a commitment to human rights and the right to life for all people. It is also an example of how civilian protests are not
always seamless. Additionally, the war in Libya is history in the making. Whatever comes of this war will greatly affect politics in
the Middle East and that change and its consequences will reverberate around the world. Lastly, the coverage in the Middle East is
a testament to the power of social networking, with reporters and other media personalities reporting instantaneously about their
surroundings.

c
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WHAT IS HAPPENING RIGHT NOW
y, There were concerns of the reactors fully exploding because of the heat, which would have emitted an extreme amount of radiation
^'that would have ultimately affected the U.S. Although there were traces of radiation in the U.S., it was on a much smaller scale than ^
* y anticipated. However, nuclear steam was still being emitted from the reactors due to the partial nuclear meltdown occurring in therfi.
Finally, a third reactor caught on fire, causing the radiation levels to spike in the area.The Japanese then pumped ocean water into
: the reactors to cool them down in an emergency effort. This worked, but radiation
was still being emitted. The Japanese avoided a full nuclear meltdown, but the
situation is still unstable. According toThe New YorkTimes, on March 29, workers
!^tthe nuclear plant strived to avoid yet another disaster. Workers layered sandbags
'JtrI'd
prepared emergency storage tanks to avoid freshly contaminated water from
infiltrating into the ocean.The Japanese are currently still finding radiation in both
^ the soil and water, which poses a major problem for the Japanese people and their
x fo6d
sources.
IJ According toThe New YorkTimes, merely a month before the earthquake and
• "tsunami, the Japanese government had approved a 10-year extension of six of
the oldest reactors in Japan, including the Fukushima power plant, even though
scientists had deemed them dangerous. Thirty-three pieces of equipment did not
undergo a proper inspection, and if the government had done a safety inspection of
these reactors, the entire situation may have been easier to control.

WHY IT MATTERSTO USD STUDENTS
Although it may be easy to brush off the situation in Japan because of its seemingly
vast distance from North America, there are still some possible concerns for the
U.S., and thus USD. While the nuclear meltdown seems to be under control at the
• moment, if the radiation does spiral out of control, Hawaii and California would
be geographically the first places to be effected. In San Diego, we have a nuclear
reactor, the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, just 46 miles from USD. If San
'Diego were to experience either an earthquake or a tsunami, we could see problems
y, -similar to those in Japan. Besides this, the Japanese economy has already been
.experiencing the aftermath of these disasters.Their economy is almost on par with
»-.*ythe U.S. ajid Japan is one of our major trading partners. According to ABCnews.
•.'xj^vh, U.S. export§to Japan have been severely limited and will create a "small but
^^Dticeabl$ effectfon economic output during a fragile recovery."
*

A

The red star represeritsTripoli, the capitol where
Qaddafi currently resides.The white triangles
represent battle sites.

'

Before and after-photos of Japan courtesy of GeoEye.
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Nate Dogg leaves behind legacy of rap
EDITORS

By Will Schmidt
Over spring break, the world was
rocked with terrible news headlines
proclaiming the death of one of the
most prominent hip-hop figures
of
the last 20 years. Nate Dogg, born
Nathaniel Dwayne Hale, died on
March 15,2011, of deteriorating health
conditions related to multiple strokes
over the course of the last four years.
"This is the biggest death to rock
the hip-hop world since the departures
of Tupac Shakur and Biggie Smalls,"
said Dorian Geiger, a blogger for The
Sheaf. Most people not invested in the
hip-hop community do not understand
just how influential Nate Dogg was
to the world of hip-hop. While not a
headline rapper like Tupac or Biggie,
Nate Dogg worked behind the scenes to
produce some of the most memorable
hip-hop tracks of all time.
Nate Dogg made a memorable
entry into the music world by signing
on to Death Row Records with rap
friend Snoop Dogg in 1993, a label
made famous by Suge Knight and
Dr. Dre. He sang background on
multiple songs on Dre's album "The
Chronic." Soon after, Nate Dogg went
on to produce one of his most famous
songs with Warren G, "Regulate." The
metaphorical snowball of his career
had just been pushed down the side of
the hill.
After "Regulate," Nate Dogg
went on to contribute to countless
famous songs, including "I Got Love,"
"Lay Low" and "I've Got Hoes." In
2004, Nate Dogg had contributed to
40 chart-topping singles, and in 2008

he produced his own album, "Nate
Dogg." At the time of his death, Nate
Dogg had been affiliated with Death
Row, Elektra, Doggystyle and Atlantic
record labels, as well as famous rappers
213, Snoop Dogg, Warren G, Tupac
Shakur, Dr. Dre, Tha Dogg Pound, The
Game and Eminem.
Many of these rappers posted
Tweets after Nate Dogg's death, further
proving just how much of an impact he
had on the community. "I love u buddy
luv. U will always b wit me 4ever n a
day u put the g n g funk u put the 1 n
213 n u put yo stamp on evrybdy u ever
didit wit," Snoop Dogg tweeted.
The Game offered a simple quote
as well. "All Doggs go to HEAVEN."
Ludacris also added to the long list
of remembrances. "There is a certain
void in hip-hop's heart that can never
be filled. Glad we got to make history
together."
The most moving Tweet, however,
came from Tyrese Gibson. "This is the
worst news I've ever heard ever.. Ever..
OG westcoast legend Nate Dogg has
passed away.. Really makes me sad.
Man I'm sad," Gibson tweeted.
Geiger highlighted in his blog
the absolute saddest part about Nate
Dogg's death. "Though hip-hop has
been injected with some much needed
oomph by artists Kid Cudi, Wale,
Hoodie Allen, Kanye West and Lupe
Fiasco in recent years, the saying 'hiphop is dead' became all too prominent
following his death."
Having one of the most prominent
West Coast rap legends die so suddenly
really struck a chord with Geiger. One
of the most important pieces of the
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gangster hip-hop era puzzle perished,
and a lot of the anxiety over his death
stems from the fact that he was one
of the first to die of natural causes.
It is a reminder that everything is
impermanent, and legends such as
Snoop Dogg and Dr. Dre could be gone
just as quickly as Nate Dogg, sealing
an era of music that stands powerfully
alone but may never return again.
However, despite all the bad news,
there is a little bit of a silver lining in
Nate Dogg's untimely death. MTV
UK reports that fellow rapper and
friend Snoop Dogg has established a
trust fund for Nate Dogg's children.
This trust fund serves the purpose
of "providing Nate's children with
financial assistance for their future
after losing their beloved father."
Snoop Dogg sought donations
for the trust fund from everybody and
anybody. "We are goin' hard for Nate
Dogg today," Snoop Dogg said. "We
are trying to make sure his family's
straight. 100 percent of donations go to
his family."
When remembering Nate Dogg, it
is best to perhaps remember the lyrics
of one of his close contemporaries
Tupac Shakur: "Any time y'all wanna
see me again, rewind this track right
here, close your eyes and picture me
rollin."
To take Tupac's advice, maybe we
should just rewind Nate Dogg's music
and picture him. It is up to us as fans
and listeners now to not let the memory
of such an influential musician perish
or be forgotten. Every time somebody
pushes play, Nate Dogg comes back to
life for a short moment.

Natalie Kunstadter/The Vista

Nate Dogg was an influential artist and will be greatly missed by family, friends and fans.

Why USD students love the South Mission Beach bars
By Nick Dixon
Glasses clink, students drink,
bottles end up in the sink. According
to the Center for Science in the Public
Interest, 44 percent of students enrolled
at a four-year college "drink alcohol at
the binge level or greater." Students at
USD are no exception. USD's unique
location allows for some pretty raucous
ragers. It's all about atmosphere beach proximity is a key ingredient, as
are the abundant bars, clubs and other
entertainment venues.
The bars of Mission Beach
are famously considered Torero

protectorates - not technically owned
by the students but subject to their
control. The most frequented of these
are the Beachcomber, Sandbar and The
Coaster, three bars located in South
Mission Beach. Thursday through
Saturday, these bars are infested with
USD students with one thing on their
mind: party. To get a better idea of
why this is, I had to do some "field
research."
As the most notorious night
in college drinking, $1 specials at
Beachcomber attract a line around the
block. A review found on CitySearch
posted by a non-student reads: "Once in
a blue moon 'the Comber' seems more

I'm so important,
I'm not

By Kyle Strickland
I've been listening to new artists
recently. I got a speeding ticket. I came
down with the flu; I stayed inside all
week. I didn't drink a drop of alcohol
this weekend; I did drink a drop of
alcohol, but it only amounted to one
beer. I became healthy again, but I am
still kind of sick. I watched porn when I
finally got Internet. I studied hard, but I
didn't really study much. I'm behind on
my work, but I could be more behind if
I don't keep up right now. I'm always
doing something, but lately I haven't
been doing much.
I find this all inconsequential. Every
week when I have to write about myself,
I realize how little it matters. How much
it matters. Everything and nothing is at
stake. I've been flip-flopping between
the point at which I feel like everything
happening at this moment is the most
important it's ever been, only to think
moments later that that moment is as
meaningless as the next. I can't seem
to grasp reality, until the next moment
when again reality grasps me and I don't
seem to remember the meaninglessness
of the meanings in my life.
1 haven't really read much of it, but
what I have read of Gertrude Stein has
seemed to mess me up recently. There
is an idea somewhere present in the
mindless ramblings of her writing that
actually makes sense, but then it undoes
my reality and doesn't make sense.
Maybe that's her point.
"Some said of him that he was
greatly expressing something struggling.
Some said of him that he was not greatly
expressing
something
struggling.
He certainly was clearly expressing
something, certainly sometime any one
might come to know that of him. Very
many did come to know it of him that

he was clearly expressing what he was
expressing. He was a great one."
What does that even say? I reread
it several times over, and I realized how
many times something happens, yet
how many times it doesn't happen, yet
it happens a lot but it doesn't. I caught
myself today saying, "I always get
stuck at this red light." Then I realized
that I only sometimes get stuck at this
red light. It is only 'always' to me
sometimes. When I don't get stuck,
I only get stuck sometimes, which is
actually rare. The absolute definitions I
live my life by aren't absolute at all.
I now realize that things always
happen sometimes. Some people always
are sometimes certain ways. There is no
absolute nature to our lives. Stein made
me realize how much of what I say from
day to day to reassure mself is complete
and total falsity. I know it is a lot to
extract from a little writing, but the idea
was infectious. It has made my life feel
somewhat meaningless and redundant.
I don't feel special when I think like
Gertrude Stein.
Have
you
seen
"I
Heart
Huckabees"? I feel like that movie is
a special one. The power of an idea to
govern your entire existence - that is
something fascinating and familiar to
me. So much hinges on our perception,
yet most of us humans are perfectly
okay accepting a genetically-induced
paradigm that tells them to eat, sleep and
live. Other people aren't easily satiated
by these things, and those people are
like me. An idea can grab hold of me
and ruin everything.
Freshman year, I spent days
convincing myself of a philosophy of
nihilism that was optimistic, if that can
be so. 1 was feeling down because I had
just convinced myself of a "nothing
matters so why do anything" nihilism.
This sucked. I looked for ways to live
happily under it, and I realized that
if nothing matters, then everything
mattered. It was a sort of 'so hot it feels
cold' extreme inversion that made both
opposite poles collide. I rationalized
that I could feel happy no matter what,
because of the fact that nothing mattered.
And here I am, back again, thinking
that nothing really matters because
everything is always the same. I think I
need to stop reading books.

like a USD hot spot than a beachside
dive. If you see a line out front, inside
is likely a sorority soiree."
If you can bear the wait in line, get
ready to chat it up with the incumbent
locals, slay the drink specials and
devour the free popcorn (the machine
is in back). If early lines aren't your
thing, The Coaster and Sandbar are
within walking distance.
When the bouncers at Sandbar
checked our IDs, I asked why USD
loves these bars so much. What I
gathered is that South Mission is a USD
hot spot beacause so many students
live within stumbling distance.
Junior Cathy Wineinger had some
more light to shed on the subject.
"I love Sandbar," Wineinger said.
"Because it's a place where everybody
knows your name, like 'Cheers.'" This
girl runs bars like she runs treadmills,
and she runs treadmills like she's
Pocahontas. It's true, though. Nick the
bartender and Steve the bouncer are her
brothers; shots of Jameson and pickle

juice chasers are her friends. Thanks to
USD regulars like Wineinger, USD and
Sandbar are connected to each other in
a circle, in a hoop that never ends.
The last bar of the night was The
Coaster. Two dollar you-call-its and
giant "Flintstones" cartoons ensured
that the place was packed wall-to-wall.
Add a DJ who adds dubstep to the mix
and this is a fairly killer combination.
Senior Scott Belding offered his
own reason why these bars are a part of
USD culture.
"It's the easiest places for kids at
the beach to get to and so many kids
live at the beach anyway," Belding said.
"Also, the drink specials. Especially at
Comber on Thursday nights. And also,
it's not hard to get Friday classes off,
especially if you're a business major or
something, so people have time to do
it as well."
I was also curious to know who
exactly goes to these bars. "Obviously
people who are 21," Belding said, "but
beyond that, pretty much everybody

- everybody who likes drinking
anyway."
My last question was whether
these bars are epicenters of fun. "It's
accurate," Belding said,"but I wouldn't
exactly call it that. All in all, they are a
good place to meet up."
A good place to meet up is right.
At these three bars you are bound to
run into familiar faces. Well, somewhat
familiar. The initial shock of seeing
a classmate outside the classroom
dressed to impress and completely
sloshed is jarring at first, but trust me,
you get used to it.
Whether you party or not, these
locales are ingrained in USD culture.
They provide a springboard to Pacific
Beach, house parties and other insanity.
The probability of running into the
people you meet in class is so high you
don't even need to exchange numbers
to know they're going to be there. So, if
you have chronic wallflower syndrome,
get over it. Mission Beach bars are a
rocking good time.

Alexandra Nelson/TheVista

The Coaster is named for the dangerous roller coaster across the street and is ironically titled "The Class of Mission Beach

Alexandra Nelson/The Vista

Sandbar Sports Grill is well situated for North and South Mission Beach residents to meet at a halfway point.
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Charlie Sheen: actually winning?
By Dane Cummaro
Charlie Sheen is insane. In fact,
he is insane to a spectacular degree.
With the massive buzz surrounding the
Emmy-winning actor since his not-sosubtle departure from "Two and a Half
Men," the media and viewers cannot
seem to get enough of Sheen.
At first glance, a prominent actor
engaging in illicit drugs is nothing
more than a Hollywood cliche. But
Sheen is different, and his progression
has been fascinating to watch.
Sheen burst onto the scene in
1986 when, at 20 years old, he starred
in Oliver Stone's Best Picture winner,
"Platoon." The success continued for
Sheen as he won a Golden Globe in
2002 for his role on "Spin City."And
for his part on the top-rated comedy,
"Two a and Half Men," Sheen banked
an unbelievable $1.2 million an
episode. A win here, a win there.
But, after an all-night bender
with porn stars in Las Vegas, Sheen
seemed to be spiraling out of control.
The New York Times reported that
Sheen was ultimately fired from "Two
and a Half Men" for his verbal attacks
on the show's executive producer in
early March. Sheen's comments were
viewed as anti-Semitic in nature.
Since that moment, it has been
Sheen-mania. In fact, "Pulling a
Charlie Sheen" has now become a
colloquial phrase.
So after decades of success, Sheen
crumbled under his own fame. What's
the big deal, why does America care so
much?
Walter Kern presents interesting
ways to view Sheen sociologically.
He posted on his blog, "The Users
of Charlie Sheen, a Wittgensteinian
Investigation," that there are three
ways of analyzing Sheen.
The first is as a cautionary tale.
Sheen is actually in major trouble and
others should learn from his mistakes.
The second is as a social binding
agent. Sheen has emerged as the
consummate, perhaps defining, subject
of social media conversations.
The third is as a secret superhero
of the Id. At a time when few of

"I m different. I have a different constitution, 1 haw a different
Brain, I have a different heart. I got tiger 6food. matt.
Lauren Millslagle/The Vista

Charlie Sheen has madea lot of statements these past few weeks, many of which made
him the target of public scrutiny and the butt of jokes.

us know firsthand
what total selfgratification would constitute if our
means and our access to party supplies
were infinite, we are left to infer from
Sheen's aftermath appearance - what
it's like to do everything you want,
to anyone you want, in a safe and
luxurious environment while you're
the highest you can be.
While all three provide important
and, perhaps, accurate ways of viewing
Sheen, it is the third way that most
plausibly explains America's love
affair. In a politically-correct-obsessed

society, Americans feel confined.
Sheen represents what it means to
say what you are thinking, seemingly
unafraid of the consequences. Sheen's
unabashed
nature
is
definitely
compelling.
Yet, even in his insanity, Sheen
makes sense. These aren't the
ramblings of a homeless man. In fact,
the more you listen to Sheen, the more
sense he makes. For instance, he told
ABC News that he cured his brain
instantly from his addictions, claiming
"'can't' is the cancer of 'happen.'"

In that moment, despite his manic
look and swirling cigarette smoke,
Sheen spoke to a society that creates
cultures of dependence because
individuals are told more about what
they can't do than what they can
achieve. Maybe there's something to
all this.
There is also a cathartic element.
He lets viewers imagine what it is like
to do whatever one wants, no matter the
outcome. In that same ABC interview,
Sheen said, "The run I was on made
Sinatra, Flynn, Jagger, Richards, all of
them, look like droopy-eyed armless
children." Tell me you read this quote
and didn't smile. I dare you.
The freedom that seems to govern
Sheen's existence is so refreshing
that maybe Americans need to re
evaluate our structural confines. Sheen
embodies what it means to have pure
individuality, or as he so aptly put it,
"I'm on a drug and it's called Charlie
Sheen."
Some even take it a step further
and see nothing wrong with what
Sheen is saying or doing, like CNN's
Piers Morgan. "You're entitled to do
what you want," Morgan said, "as long
as, in the old-fashioned sense of the
word, you don't scare the horses and
the children, and you show up to work
on time and do your job."
Once
again, this sentiment
reinforces the notion of individuality.
Sheen does whatever he wants, and
there is something that is so liberating
about this that intelligent people, like
Morgan, look beyond transgressions
such as spousal abuse or illegal drugs.
For a country that espouses
freedom
and
emphasizes
the
importance of individuality, there is
an interesting movement toward selfimportance. Facebook and Twitter
serve as prime examples of individuals
trying to stand out, trying to feel
significant in a mass produced society.
It should come as no surprise that these
social networking sites have chosen
Sheen as their spokesman.
But, this is all made possible by
the man himself. Sheen's fearless
march for decadence, excess and
absolute freedom are so inspiring you
can't take your eyes off of him.
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Ja Rule gets ruled by tax evasion and gun charges
By Gabrielle Obeji
Grammy-nominated
rapper
Ja Rule currently faces up to three
years in prison for tax evasion.
The platinum-selling rapper is best
known for popular duets with big
name singers, such as Jennifer
Lopez, Ashanti and Christina Milian.
However, despite his success, Ja Rule
failed to pay taxes on more than $3
million in income. The government
estimated the unpaid taxes from
2004 to 2008 totaled more than $1.1
million. A plea was offered and, if
met, the government will dismiss two
counts against him for unpaid taxes
on about $1 million he earned in 2007

and 2008. He faces up to one year in
prison and $100,000 in fines on each
count.
Currently, Ja Rule is scheduled
to report to prison in New York
to serve a two-year sentence after
pleading guilty in December 2010
to attempted criminal possession of
a weapon. After a July 2007 concert
in which he performed with rap
sensation Lil Wayne at New York's
Beacon Theatre, Ja Rule was found
in possession of a loaded gun during
a routine traffic stop. Police found
the armed weapon in a rear door of
his luxury vehicle. Lil Wayne was
also arrested the same night, and
eventually served eight months in
prison for the same offense.
Ja
Rule's attorney, Stacey

Richman, is filing
to have his
tax
evasion
sentence
served
simultaneously with his weapon
sentence. Ja Rule refused to comment
outside the courtroom to any press.
When asked to comment, he said,
"I feel great." Richman noted that
her client has voluntarily admitted
to his misconduct and will pay the
delinquent taxes.
Ja Rule, born as Jeffrey Atkins,
was raised in Queens, New York. He
was raised by his mother, Debra, and
his grandparents. He was brought
up a Jehovah's Witness, which was
a faith he clung to heavily when
his only sister died from breathing
complications. Growing up in a rough
town, Ja Rule experienced a lot of
violence and crime.

However, his passion for music
was his ticket out of Queens. He and
his hip-hop rap group, Cash Money
Click, found some fame in 1994.
Ja Rule gained true notoriety when
he debuted in 1999 with his album
titled "Venni Vetti Vecci," releasing
his popular hit single "Holla Holla."
From 2000 to 2004, Ja Rule had
several hits that made the Top 20 of
the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 Chart; his
captivating deep voice claimed the
hearts of many young teens.
While his career stemmed from
music, Ja Rule was featured in
various popular Hollywood movies,
most famously with roles in "The Fast
and the Furious," "Shall We Dance"
and "Scary Movie 3." Although Ja
Rule hasn't claimed the public eye

since the mid 2000s, his income is
maintained through royalties paid to
ASJA Inc. and Rule Tours Inc., each
of which he is the sole shareholder.
These charges come at an
unfortunate time, as Ja Rule has
begun planning a career comeback. Ja
Rule expects to release a new album
entitled "The Renaissance Project"
shortly before serving jail time. It has
also been reported that he is working
on another album titled "Pain is Love
2," named after his original 2001
triple platinum album "Pain is Love."
In an attempt to recreate the magic, Ja
Rule is working with producers from
the original album, hoping to release
both albums simultaneously. Ja Rule
is scheduled to be sentenced on June
13 on the three tax evasion charges.

William Fitzsimmons' third album grapples with mental illness
By Rachel Horgan
William Fitzsimmons' third album,
"Gold in the Shadow," was released last
week by Nettwerk Records. His first
two albums were self-produced, but
after taking a two-year break, he is back
songwriting and ready to share more of
his personal stories. Songs of his have
been featured on many primetime TV
shows, such as "Brothers and Sisters,"
"One Tree Hill" and "16 and Pregnant."
While his past albums have been
a retelling of events, this one is about
healing and personal regeneration.
These songs are based on a specific set
of psychopathological disorders from
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders IV (DSM-IV),
many of which Fitzsimmons has had
experiences with.
"[The songs] are a real and longcoming confrontation with personal
demons, past mistakes, and the specter
of mental illness that has hovered over
me for the great majority of my life,"
Fitzsimmons said.
He knew he had to face his troubles,
and this album was a way to do so.
"I had reached the point where I was
either going to yield to my sicknesses or
engage them headlong," Fitzsimmons
said. "In either case, I could no longer
continue the way 1 was."
Growing up with two blind
parents, sound became extremely
important in communicating and
relating to one another. After growing
up around music, he set it aside to
pursue his education. William received
his masters in counseling and worked
as a psychotherapist for several years
before turning to songwriting to deal

with his own psychological issues.
His 2008 album, "The Sparrow
and the Crow," was essentially an
album-long apology to his wife while
they were divorcing. While this album
still reveals personal struggles, he has
placed touches of hope and optimistic
perspectives. He goes beyond the firstperson narrative and is able to use
observations to describe an equally
touching story.
In his first single, "The Tide Pulls
From The Moon," lyrics such as "I want
to be changed from the shadow and the
tomb like water rushing over us" show
his focus on renewal and cleansing.
Fitzsimmons explores new ideas
with songs like "Psychasthenia" and
"Fade and Then Return" by using
technology for beats rather than simply
acoustic instruments. The female
harmonies compliment his deep breathy
voice, which is contrasted even more
with the duet "Let You Break." If you
like artists such as Joe Purdy or Greg
Laswell, you are likely to enjoy the
melancholy melodies of Fitzsimmons.
With
Fitzsimmons'
baritone
voice remaining at a constant whisper
alongside soft guitars, "Gold in the
Shadow" is a perfect album to put on in
the background during deep talks with
friends, calming down before going to
bed or in the car for some alone time
with your thoughts. Many of the songs
sound very similar to one another, and
although he has a distinct voice, it is
difficult to hear the lyrics for each song.
After reviewing the lyrics online,
I was a little disappointed to see how
hard it was to make sense of them. They
are abstract and poetic, but it leaves the
average listener at a loss in making
connections to the songs. Fitzsimmons

Photo By Eric Brown

William Fitzsimmons is best known tor his singles, which have been featured on theTV show, "Grey's Anatomy."

also
goes
against
conventional
songwriting by introducing the chorus
once in the midst of the verses and
then repeating the chorus a number of
times at the end. instead of placing it
throughout.
Online music site and forum
Sputnik Music gave the album a 2 out
of 5, while users gave it an average
of 2.9. Sputnik writer Jared Ponton
thought that even though the album
claimed to have a happy setting, it still
sounds sad and too similar to his past

albums.
"It
all
sounds
recycled,
underdeveloped, and...sounds like it
were just wishing to be sad again,"
Ponton said. While I appreciate the
passion Fitzsimmons uses with his
songwriting, it essentially falls short to
capture the attention of the majority of
indie music listeners. If it came on my
iTunes while studying, I wouldn't be
rushing to push next, but I would never
intentionally seek out his songs to play
or buy. The similarity of the songs, the
)

ambiguous lyrics, and the relatively
monotone vocals make it an album that
doesn't stand out in my mind.
Starting
this
past
February,
Fitzsimmons began a major United
States and Canadian tour to support
the new album. The two-month North
American tour will feature a full band,
and friends in the band Slow Runner
will be opening for him. He will be
in San Diego at Anthology on May
6, and tickets can be purchased on
Fitzsimmons' website.
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Fashion and film are inextricably linked
By Devin Howell

It all started with Dorothy's ruby
slippers, sparkling red against a yellow
brick road in "The Wizard of Oz."
These slippers epitomized the impact
fashion can have in films. The shoes
symbolized fantasy and glamour, and
solidified Salvatore Ferragamo as a
mainstream success. After designing
these, Ferragamo's brand went on
to create numerous other celebrated
fashion moments in cinema, such
as Marilyn Monroe's stilettos in
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and, more
recently, Angelina Jolie's heels in "The
Tourist."
When the art of film emerged as
a staple of American culture, fashion
aided in film's ability to seduce and
inspire the masses. Fashion's influence
is transformative. In recent times, film
and TV have consistently inspired
fashion designers, with film directors
becoming increasingly involved in
international fashion campaigns.
High fashion in film has a long
history. Some of the most memorable
designs were created by fashion
dignitaries still greatly revered today.
Hubert de Givenchy, the founder of
the French luxury brand Givenchy,

costumed almost all of Audrey
Hepburn's clothing for her films, most
notably the fashion in "Breakfast at
Tiffany's" and "Sabrina." Givenchy's
regard for ladylike and elegant style
built a following of many loyal clients,
and the label went on to appoint such
powerful designers as John Galliano
and Alexander McQueen as heads of
the brand after the founder's retirement.
The label lives on, with the
brand continuing to design gowns for
Hollywood's elite, including Natalie
Portman. The mens wear section of the
luxury brand, which was relaunched in
2005, has been commended by many
and has been seen on Kanye West
and Rolling Stones' guitarist Ronnie
Wood.
Some of the most acclaimed
fashion praise this year was directed
toward the film "Black Swan." The
brand, Rodarte, comprised of sisters
Kate and Laura Mulleavy, attributed
to the ornately beautiful costumes for
the "Swan Lake" portion of the film.
The label, launched only in 2005, has
become one of the most in-demand
brands due to the high esteem the film
has garnered. Rodarte has gone on to
win the CFDA Swarovski Emerging
Womenswear Designer Award and

an impressive industry following,
including Chanel head designer Karl
Lagerfeld and shoe tycoon Christian
Louboutin.
They
have
always
expressed their affinity for film in past
collections and in interviews discussing
what motivates their brand's vision.
The two recently released a playlist
of their favorite music to a Los Angeles
radio station, and included in this set
was The Doors song "The End" from
the film "Apocalypse Now," Roger
Miller's "Oo-de-lally" from the classic
animated film
"Robin Hood" and
the "Star Wars" theme song by John
Williams. The label's 2010 campaign,
dubbed "2010: A Space Odyssey,"
invited consumers to experience their
spring/summer collection: a baroque
dream world with gothic overtones as
a novel blend between art, film and
science.
The close alliance between
film and fashion has become even
more prominent with the various
collaborations between distinguished
film writers, directors and fashion
brands.
"Transformers"
director
Michael Bay has directed a number of
Victoria's Secret commercials. For the
brand's Christmas 2009 commercial,
Bay created an action-inspired short

consisting of explosions coupled
with rock music in the background to
create a unique scene that is perfectly
compared to the company's previous
advertisements.
"Kids" writer Harmony Korine
directed a short film for American
luxury brand Proenza Schouler entitled
"Act da Fool," which pairs Korine's
famous avant-garde aesthetic with the
brand's lush fashions. These respective
partnerships were unexpected, yet
successful, and only two of many
progressive artistic unions that further
integrate the two industries. Just as
film promotes fashion, film and TV
frequently inspire fashion.
For his 2008 fall fashion show,
Michael Kors showed a collection
inspired by the first season of Mad
Men. Kors told Style.com that he just
wanted to celebrate the show because
he thinks it is both "seriously smart and
seriously stylish." Kors even hosted an
exclusive premiere party for the second
season with members of the cast, and
was also offering a special promotional
deal through his store where faithful
customers of his brand would receive
free DVD box sets of the first season.
One designer who pushed this
love of film a step further is Tom Ford.

The American designer, who gained
worldwide recognition as the head
designer of Gucci and the creative
director for Yves Saint Laurent,
released "A Single Man" in 2009, a
film he both directed and produced. He
left Gucci in the spring of 2004, stating
he was going to change his career.
Ford explained his decision to
AfterElton.com. "I've had a great
career in fashion," he said, "but there
is only so much I can communicate
in that medium, so this was a way
for me to communicate things I'm
not necessarily comfortable exposing
in real life. With fashion you're able
to show a side of yourself, but it's a
superficial side - what your clothes look
like, what your body looks like; it's
very hard in fashion to communicate
what your soul looks like."
Ford has insisted that he will
continue to pursue a parallel career
as both director and the head of his
eponymous fashion label.
In the end, these two worlds can
unite to create unconventional images
of timeless and innovative beauty.
Movies will continue to contribute to
fashion trends and fashion labels will
forever be inspired by the spirit and
sparkle of the big screen.

Project Ethos fashion show runs in Los Angeles
Fashion, music and art collide in style during L.A. Fashion Week
Bv Olivia Burd
Where can you find events for
fashion, music and art in Southern
California? Two words: Project
Ethos. Project Ethos held their Los
Angeles Fashion Week event on
March 12 at the Avalon in Hollywood.
The trifecta of culturally-stimulating
nightlife was presented by Carlton
Hair and sponsored by Vitaminwater
and Fredericks of Hollywood's new
swimwear line.
The Robotanists opened up the
pre-runway show, debuting songs from
their new album "Plans in Progress."
Their sound is remininiscent of Grace
Potter and the Nocturnals combined
with otherworldly minor tones. The
female lead singer, Sarah Ellquist,

magnetized the audience with her
strong, emotional stage presence. You
might have caught The Robotanists at
SXSW or recently seen that "Plans in
Progress" reached 14 on the Specialty/
Alternative Radio chart, tying Cold
War Kids. This group was a surprise
crowd-pleaser and is a worthwhile
up-and-coming band.
Next came a "Project Runway"style contest, the "Flavor Fashionista
to
decide
which
Challenge,"
showcase designer would win a
$3,000 prize from their designs,
which were inspired by several
different Vitaminwater flavors. The
runway included designers Reneta
J, Melissa Velia, Ermelinda Manos,
Age of Aquarius, Dominique Ansari,
Cardiwrap by Kymaro, Fredericks
of Hollywood Swimwear and Seth
Aaron Henderson from season seven

of "Project Runway."
Seth Aaron, a San Diego native
and "Project Runway" standout, was
the show's finale. He presented his
signature androgynous punk style
with reds, blacks, houndstooth and
rubber, vinyl-looking materials. His
inspirations include Marilyn Manson
and The Cure.
Melissa Velia's collection opened
with a gothic ballerina tip-toeing her
way down the runway. Velia cited "A
Nightmare Before Christmas" and
"Black Swan" as inspirations for her
dark, feathery collection.
Reneta J is a beautiful woman
with just as beautiful dresses. "My
goal in life is to make sure every
woman feels sexy in her own skin,
and I really feel that all my garments
from my fall collection do that," she
said. "My line is very versatile. I do

anything from jackets to dresses to
tops to leggings."
Robbie, a representative from
Cardiwrap by Kymaro, showed off
Kymaro's multi-purpose garment. It
is a sweater wrap garment that can
be maneuvered in over 50 different
styles.
In the past, Kymaro sold "As
Seen On TV" products - and they still
do. "This is a little different route we
took," Robbie said. "We decided to
launch it for retail before [TV sales]
The wrap retails at $39.95.
Models, socialites, press and
buyers filled the area next to the
runway, while ticket holders circled
the three balconies watching the

fashion show with periodic uproars
of clapping and laughter. This was
definitely not a couture show, but in
a good way.

The night ended with a DJ set
by Yolanda Be Cool of "No Speak
Americano" fame. An art show
occurred simultaneously in the
upstairs gallery of Bardot, spanning
from
naturalistic
photography
exhibits to spray painted, label-ridden
headdresses.
Project Ethos' website claims
they present "all emerging Millennial
Generation forms of creativity in
one house, on one night." They are
committed to providing a platform
for different art mediums and putting
on refreshing events in the area.
The concept is alive and well,
and artists are springing from the
Project Ethos "incubator." Go to
Project Ethos' website to follow them
on Twitter and Facebook for more
information on events in San Diego
and Los Angeles.

Controlling the
need to control

By Kaitlin Perry
J

J

I've been seeing lots of puppies
and babies lately, and all of them have
been extremely cute. For example, on
Monday I saw a tiny, newborn-ish baby
in a black and pink tracksuit, and I also
saw a puppy with a shiny black coat of
fur and an adorable underbite. I even
got to see this puppy next to a baby, as
a brave mother lowered her small, bald
child to the ground outside of CVS so
it could see the puppy up close. Even
though the puppy jumped up on the
baby (who was the same size as him)
and nearly knocked it over, they both
retained their cuteness.
While it is not abnormal to melt
when you see something small and soft,
I'm worried it may be abnormal for a
22-year-old graduate-to-be to develop
a want of adopting a puppy and/or
having a baby every time I see one. I
suppose such urges could be attributed
to hormones and the inherent maternal
nature that most women succumb to
before the age of 30. But I'm not sure
maternalistic tendencies have anything
to do with my wants and needs to care
for something; rather, I think my lack
of control over my surroundings is
driving me to bring things into my life
that I can control and snuggle.
1 recently lost over $5,000 by
being too trusting when I bought a used
car from a private seller. The fact that
she had her blouse unbuttoned enough
to show her bra, at work nonetheless,
should have tipped me off to her less
than respectable ways. Because of
the stress that accompanies financial
hardship and dependence on others for
rides to work and school, the rest of my
life is slowly shambling to the point of
no return. For example:
My room is covered in clothes,

paper and cat toys; my kitchen is full
of dishes anxious to be cleaned; my
mirror is covered in dust; I own two
cars but can't drive either of them; I'm
suffering from a serious lack of sleep
and a slew of migraines that affect me
on a bi-daily basis; my dreams consist
of gassing up cars in closed garages
and experimenting with the lesbian
lifestyle; drinking just makes me tired
and emotional; my love handles are
growing ever-so-slightly; I'm actually
considering going to law school.
That last one might be the scariest,
especially for my parents. So rather than
paying tens of thousands of dollars for
more schooling, I've decided to adopt
my boyfriend's habit of buying Lotto
tickets every few days in the hopes that
by doubling our chances of winning,
we will actually win. But I realized
after my first Lotto loss that millions
of dollars won't necessarily solve
my problems or massage the knots of
tension out of my back. Rather, every
time I lose The Lottery I'll be even
more stressed and haunted by thoughts
of driving my unattainable new car and
decorating my unattainable new home.
Thus, I've figured out that the only
way I can really regain control of my
spiraling life is to accept it for what
it is at this moment and calmly move
forward.
Acceptance is often referred to as
giving up, but only by idiots who have
never had to work a day in their life.
The more you take on, the more your
likelihood of failing grows. But that's
not a bad thing, because the more you
fail and the more you accept, the more
you can learn. Cliche? Yes. But it's
comforting. I'm a firm believer that
everything happens for a reason. My
car-buying snafu has taught me to be
more careful with my money and to
be wary of people with bad taste, and
my lack of satisfaction with my messy
house has taught me that I need to
dedicate one day a week to chores.
I trust that I can take small steps
to become powerful again. All I had to
do was write it out in order to see that,
and that's something I won't take for
granted. Controlling a pen and paper is
much more satisfying right now than
controlling something that also needs
food to survive.

Kelsey Perry/The Vista
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AND THEN I WROTE A
SONG ABOUT IT
DIVERSIONARY THEATRE
@ 7:30 P.M.

3

GROUNDSWELL

SHERYL & HARVEY WHITE
THEATRE
@ 7 P.M.

1FREE MONEY
GIVEAWAY
USD FINANCE CENTER
1 2 - 2 P.M.

4

COMMON SENSE
BELLY UP TAVERN
(ffi 9 P.M.

5

THE COST OF
HOMEUSSNESS

Holiday Inn on the Bay
<ffi 7 a.m.
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Attend "Career Talk
April 12,2011
Marriott Mission Valley
8757 Rio San Diego Drive
7:30pm-9pm
RSVP by visiting www.lifewest.edu
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'1
INTRODUCING SUSHI LIKE YOU'VE
NEVER HAD IT BEFORE: YOUR WAY.
TRADITIONAL ROLLS OR YOUR OWN CREATIONS, JUST FILL THIS OUT
WITH EVERYTHING THAT MAKES YOUR ROLL SO UNIQUELY AWESOME,
AND WE'LL HOOK YOU UP WITH ANOTHER ROLL FREE!

CHOICE IS HOW WE ROLL.
——
5175 Linda Vista Rd Ste 105, San Diego, CA 92110 | www.sushifreak.me
f /ImASushiFreak *OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. MOGO OFFER EXPIRES: 4/15
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fact, it's the best college discount
from any car company,1and can saveyou
hundreds - even thousands - on an
eligible, new Chevrolet,2 Buick or GMC. If
you're in college, a grad program or even
a recent gradiake advantage of this
discount and get a great deal on a new
ride to call your own,Check it out:

for 201 I -2012!

^Applications on the Vista
office door, SLP 403B
B' Applications due by Friday,
April 1 st, 5pm
a Submit applications to Marie
Minnickin UC 132
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Toreros show improvement in midst of losing skid
Team continues

emphasize playing
to

the

, one game

By John Sandberg
Chicago Cubs hall-of-famer
Ryne Sandberg summed it up best:
"In baseball, there's always the next
day." After going a combined 0-5
over spring break against the Coastal
Carolina University
Chanticleers
and the No. 24 Oregon University
Ducks, the Toreros traveled north last
Friday to take on the No. 9 Fresno
State Bulldogs. USD received strong
performances from several players,
and even made it into the record
books on Saturday, but was beaten by
the Bulldogs in all three games.
Friday night's game pitted
USD's Calvin Drummond against
Fresno State's Greg Gonzalez. A
strong outing by Gonzalez kept the
Torero bats quiet the entire night.
Dillon Checkal's fourth inning single
was the only hit for the Toreros that
evening. The Bulldogs took advantage
of the lack of Torero offense, scoring
six runs on eight hits, winning by a
final score of 6-0.
The two teams were back at it on
Saturday, playing in what would be a
very memorable game. The Bulldogs
came back and tied it at 2-2 in the
ninth, sending the game into extra
innings.
Both sides engaged in a fierce
pitching duel that would last over
seven hours and 22 innings of play.
USD had the bases loaded with no
outs in the top of the 21st inning, but
was unable to push a run across. A
Fresno State RBI single in the bottom
of the 22nd gave the Bulldogs a 3-2
victory in the third longest game in
NCAA baseball history.
Catcher Zach Sullivan led the
Torero offense, going 5-9 in the
game. At the defensive end, four USD
pitchers combined for an outstanding
pitching effort. James Pazos was the
starter and gave up no runs in five
innings.
Chris Jensen was first in relief,
allowing onl\ two runs in six innings,
and was tollu ed b> Paul Sewald,
who allowed zero runs in seven
innings. Paul Paez was attributed with
the loss, despite surrendering just one
run in 3 tunings of relief.
USD in adtd ano Sunday looking
to take the last game ol the series artei
Saturday's marathon loss. With five
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Freshman pitcher Paul Paez shakes hands with his teammates after a preseason scrimmage.

innings played, the score was tied at
2-2 once again. Fresno State went
ahead by three in the sixth inning,
but USD cut the deficit to one run in
the eighth after a Zach Kometani RBI
double. Fresno State stopped USD's
momentum and added on two more
runs in the seventh and eighth innings
The final score whs 7 4 in tavcof rhfe
Bulldogs. USD (ifoppt-d to
the season, and theii cm rent i
streak sits at nine games.

NCAA excitement
unmatched

By Tyler Wilson
Chris Hanneke, the associate
editor of this paper, .always argues
with me about how college athletics is
inferior to pro sports. And it just may
be. The quality is obviously not as good
because they are not professionals but
"amateurs" who play with the support of
their university's alumni and sponsors.
But college athletics certainly is not
inferior. Even though corruption may
be rampant in the big-time universities,
it's schools like Butler and VCU that
have gone against all odds to provide
authenticity in college athletics.
This authenticity, which schools
such as VCU and Butler provide, is
certainly not superior to the NBA. But it
provides for more excitement in a three
week span than the NBA playoffs. And
I am a huge fan of the NBA playoffs,
don't get me wrong. I just prefer the
rawness of the NCAA Tournament.
The quality of play is better in
the NBA, obviously. But do teams like
the Cleveland Cavaliers have a chance
to win the title? Not in the foreseeable
future. But any team who is an 11-seed
or better has a somewhat legitimate
chance to win the NCAA Tournament.
This uncertainty makes for excitement
unparalleled in the world of sports. This
excitement ultimately trumps the lack of
quality play because in any given year,
any team can have a shqt to win.
That's what college athletics is:
excitement. Who cares about the quality
of play? I don't. I want excitement, and
that's what college sports gives me.
Would you rather watch an overtime
NCAA Tournament game, such as
the VCU vs. Florida State game, or a
Lakers' blowout of the Timberwolves,
just because the quality of play is better?
That's what I thought, unless you are a

Lakers fan.
This
authentic
excitement
eventually leads to anticipation. And
this anticipation leads to an atmosphere
unlike any other. Yeah, the fans in smallmarket cities such as'Oklahoma City
and San Antonio are going to provide a
good atmosphere. Maybe, come playoff
time, the larger markets will have a
great atmosphere as well. But there's
something about the feeling of being
on a college campus before a big game
that gets me. This may seem arbitrary
and biased, but it's what makes college
sports preferable to professional sports,
in my opinion.
The traditions, the bands, the chants
and the simple pride of being a member
of a university community provides
such anticipation and excitement for
times like March Madness. The city of
New Orleans may have rallied around
the Saints when they won their Super
Bowl, and it may have had the whole
city buzzing with excitement. But the
mere immensity of a city puts a damper
on this excitement. The confines of a
college campus, even a huge one, create
a buzz for big-time games that cannot be
matched. Combine this with collegiate
traditions, and you have a unique
sporting experience far different from
the NBA or NFL.
Now, college basketball may have
the most meaningless regular season
ever, I'm not denying that. But this
meaningless regular season provides for
the raw excitement we see in the NCAA
Tournament. It also weeds out 68 of 346
teams for the postseason. The NBA?
They take more than half of the league
into the postseason. Indiana is nine
games below .500 and will most likely
make it to the playoffs. That just makes
for some boring first-round basketball.
College basketball would be even
more exciting if professional sports
didn't steal the best young players away
from the game. Imagine this: Derrick
Rose would be a senior at Memphis;
John Wall would be a sophomore at
Kentucky; Kevin Love would be a
senior at UCLA. How's that for quality?
1 love the NBA and the playoffs,
and I love college basketball and
March Madness. I just prefer the
traditions, rawness and excitement over
professional sports.

Amid the frustration that this
season has produced so far, hitting
coach Jay Johnson kept a positive
tone when looking back at some
recent games.
"Any time you're struggling
a little bit." Johnson said, "the most
important thing is to take away what
you can from the experience of playing
these good teams It's certainly not fun
to go through [losing] at the time, but
if we can use what we've learned, it's

going to help us as we move forward."
The sight of USD's dismal
record may £>e discouraging on paper,
but there is plenty to look forward to
with such a young, talented team
"We're starting to see some
strides." Johnson said. "The results
don't necessarily show it in the wins
and the losses, but I think there are
some positive things. The margin for
error is very small in terms of winning
and losing."

a

Senior second baseman Tony
Strazzara
agrees.
"We
simply
haven't capitalized on some of our
opportunities throughout games,"
Strazzara said, "and our opponents
have. We've had some terribly bad
breaks and have literally been a pitch
or an out away from winning a game.
Hopefully some of these breaks will
start to go our way and we will begin
to secure some wins over quality
opponents."
Many of the hitters in USD's
lineup have kept hot bats, particularly
Kometani and freshman Kris Bryant,
who lead the team in hits. Being
USD's hitting instructor, coach
Johnson cannot help but be pleased
with the personal success these two
have enjoyed.
"Kris has done a great job in
terms of recognizing pitches and
hitting mistake pitches," Johnson
said. "Zach has done a great job
protecting him [in the lineup]. They
both are very balanced hitters and are
continuing to get better. We need to
be better in game 28 than we were in
game 20, and continue to get better as
we roll into conference play."
USD will head into WCC play
against Gonzaga next weekend, after
a four-game set against the University
of New Orleans this weekend and one
game against UC Irvine on Tuesday.
With plenty to work on, the
message of the team is the same as it
was at the beginning of this season:
take each game and each pitch one at
a time.
"Our
expectations
haven't
changed," Strazzara said. "We are still
determined to win the WCC and gain
a berth into the NCAA tournament."
"We're using the previous games
not as something to build from,"
Johnson said, "but to learn from.
We've seen five,
maybe even six
teams that you could very easily see
playing in the College World Series
[this June]. I've got to believe that's
going to benefit us going forward."
The
Torero
faithful
have
every reason to be optimistic in the
composed yet hungry attitude of this
motivated team and veteran coaching
staff.
USD begins its series against the
University of New Orleans Privateers
tomorrow at Cunningham Stadium.
First pitch is set for 3 p.m.

Women's tennis wins sixth straight
By Celeste Soto
The USD women's tennis team
started the season ranked No. 67
and are currently ranked No. 23.
They have continued to climb in the
rankings in the midst of a six-game
winning streak. The Toreros have an
overall record of 13-4 and are 2-2 in
conference play.
Their sixth straight victory of the
season came after sweeping- the No.
76 Santa Clara University Broncos
this past Sunday at home. Prior to this
win, the Toreros had a full week of
play facing the University of Illinois
Fighting Illini and No. 70 Fresno
State Bulldogs. Defeating all three
opponents, the team lost only two out
their overall 21 doubles and singles,
matches.
The USD women received
'heir first victory of the week last
Wednesday, March 23, against the
Fighting Illini. The Toreros flexed
their muscles in doubles play as they
claimed three straight wins, one of
which came from USD's doubles pair
junior Juliette Coupez and sophomore
Stephanie Hoffpauir. The pair defeated
Illinois' No. 18 ranked doubles pair
Rachael White and Allison Falkin.
The Toreros continued to outplay
Illini as they headed into singles
play. The clinching victory of the day
came from junior Maja Sujica as she
collected her 10th singles win of the
year, defeating her opponent 6-3. The
Toreros swept Illinois, ending the day
with a 7-0 team sweep.
USD continued their full week
of play as they faced Fresno State on
Saturday, March 26. The Toreros came
out with a bang, winning their first two
doubles matches and giving up one
defeat in their third doubles match.
-The loss only proved to be a minor
bump in the road, as the Toreros picked
up speed after, winning their first four
singles contests against the Bulldogs.
These singles victories came from
Sujica, Coupez, sophomore Laura
C'laus and freshman Anna Depanau,
capping off a 6-1 victory over the
Bulldogs.
"We know that there is no team
out there that we can't beat," said
Depanau. "Our success gives us more
motivation."
The Toreros wrapped up the
weekend on Sunday, March 27, as
they matched up against the No. 76
Santa Clara Broncos. The Toreros,
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Sophomore Laura Claus uses her backhand during practice last season.

once again, did not hesitate to show
the Broncos how a Top 25 team can
play, starting the day with a flawless
8-0 doubles victory from Depanau
and Sujica. Doubles continued with
another win and a forfeit benefiting the
Broncos due to a Torero injury.
Heading into singles play, the
Toreros were forced to shuffle their
line up but still managed to come
away victorious. The clinching victory
came from a singles win by Depanau,
who won her 17th singles match of the
season, cementing the Toreros' sixthstraight victory.
USD heads into the next two
weeks of play hoping to continue their
six-game winning streak, taking on the
Loyola Marymount University Lions,
the cross-town rival San Diego State
Aztecs and the University of Oregon
Ducks. The Toreros take on the Lions
this Saturday, April 2, at 10 a.m.

They go back to action before
heading
into
the
Conference
tournament with matches against the
Aztecs on Wednesday, April 6, and the
Ducks on Saturday, April 9.
The Toreros hope to keep
momentum as they finish their regular
season schedule and head into the
WCC conference tournament.
"We've built a great team,"
COupez said. "Now we are almost top
20 in the country and I am really proud
to be part of this program."
This young and talented Torero
squad looks to continue their winning
streak and improve their No. 23
national ranking. I he last time the
Toreros finished ranked in the Top 25
was in 1996. The women's tennis team
expects to rewrite the record books
and establish their own legacy as the
highest ranked women's tennis team in
the history of USD.
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Softball bounces back
By Morgan Woodrow
While
students
were
away
vacationing on spring break, the USD
softball team was hard at work in the
San Diego Classic II Tournament, held
at the USD Softball Complex.
The Toreros had a rough start,
losing the first three games to Ohio
State, Harvard and the University of
Wisconsin before picking it up on the
final day with two wins over the Cal
State Northridge Matadors and the Ohio
University Bobcats.
The first game of the doubleheader
on March 20, the last day of the
tournament, was against the Matadors,
who held a 2-0 lead for the majority of
the game. The Toreros did not get rolling
until sophomore outfielder Lauren
Tomey was walked in the fifth inning.
She was then replaced on first base by
sophomore outfielder and pinch-runner
Allison Stalberger. After her placement
on first base, Stalberger advanced to
third base thanks to freshman infielder
Kylie Ordos' sacrifice bunt.
With runners on first and third,
junior catcher Taylor Hensley launched
one into left-center field, tallying two
RBIs and scoring Stalberger and Ordos.
Junior infielder Jessica Tieszen finished
out the scoring for the Toreros as she
recorded an RBI-single, which brought
Hensley home to give the Toreros a 3-2
lead.
However, the Matadors didn't
go down easy, as they tied it up in the
seventh inning, forcing an extra inning.
In the eighth inning, the Toreros
locked up the win thanks to senior third
baseman Celeste Soto's deep shot to
center field for a double. Tomey then

smashed an RBI double up the middle
into center field, bringing Soto home for
the winning run and giving the Toreros
the 4-3 walk-off win.
Amidst winds that reached up
to 25 miles per hour, the Toreros
continued their consistent offensive
performance in the second game of their
doubleheader against the Bobcats. In
the second inning, the Toreros jumped
on the Bobcats, scoring two runs.
Both Soto, with a single to left field,
and sophomore catcher and outfielder
Kimberlee Shimizu, on a bunt-single,
got on base.
With two outs, senior outfielder
Kristen Gensler stepped up to bat and hit
one to center field, scoring both Soto and
Shimizu. The Bobcats cut the lead to 2-1
in the third inning, but Hensley scored in
the fifth inning off of Shimizu's at-bat,
giving USD a 3-1 lead.
In the seventh inning, the Toreros
would go on to score two runs. With one
out, Shimizu took first on the Bobcats'
choice to take out the Toreros' lead
runner. Senior first
baseman Megan
Walsh followed Shimizu, smashing a
single through the left side, advancing
Shimizu to second base. It was then that
Ordos came up big for the Toreros with a
two-RBI single up the middle, bringing
home Shimizu and Walsh. The Bobcats
tried to rally with a home run over left
field, but the Toreros' defense held on
for the 5-3 win.
The Toreros take a much needed
break over the next 19 days, only playing
two games. USD will face San Diego
State at the SDSU Softball Stadium on
Saturday, April 2, at' 1 p.m., followed
by a 1 p.m. game against the Aztecs
the following day at the USD Softball
Complex.
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Norway-native senior Nils Schive serves against the University of Utah last Friday afternoon.

Men's tennis sustains ascendancy
Toreros rise to No. 26 in national rankings

By Joseph Shoen
Although their sport may not
garner a lot of publicity on campus, the
USD men's tennis team is beginning
to make a serious name for themselves
in the collegiate tennis world, in part
because of their 12-match winning
streak.
After seeing their national
ranking rise to No. 26, the Toreros
cruised in their lone match of the week
at home against the University of Utah
JJtes 5-2 last Friday afternoon. The
victory came on the heels of USD's
first-place finish
in the three-day
Hilton Mission Valley Spring Classic
the previous weekend.
In their first match of the Classic
on Thursday, March 17, USD took
down the University of Alabama at
Birmingham Blazers 5-2. The Toreros
jumped on the Blazers out of the gate,
winning all three doubles matches to
earn the point. USD then stretched
their lead to 4-0 with singles victories
by junior Nikola Bubnic, freshman
Clarke Spinosa and a match-clinching
performance by sophomore Thibaut
Visy. After senior Nils Schive fell to
his opponent freshman Chris Helliar
4-6, 6-2, 10-6 (tiebreaker), senior

Dean Jackson earned USD's fifth and
final point with a 6-3, 6-4 victory.
USD managed to squeak out a
tough victory over the East Tennessee
State Buccaneers the following day
with a score of 4-3. After losing two
out of the three doubles matches to
drop the doubles point, USD dug itself
a deeper hole when Schive lost the
first singles point of the day 6-3, 6-3.
The Toreros
recovered
by
posting three straight victories as
Bubnic, Jackson and Spinosa all
managed to hold off their opponents
in straight sets. Following the
Buccaneers' Charles Bottoni's 6-7,
6-1, 6-1 victory over USD's Emilio
Mora, the Toreros hopes rested on the
shoulders of Visy. He delivered with
a 7-6, 4-6, 6-4 victory that propelled
USD into the championship round
of the tournament against the Purdue
University Boilermarkers.
In their match up with the
Boilermakers, the Toreros showed no
fatigue from their previous contest
against the Buccaneers, taking the
title with ease, 6-1. With the doubles
point in hand, USD won the first
three singles points to earn the title.
Freshly inserted into the lineup, senior
Abdullah Hashem immediately made
Toreros head coach Brett Masy look
like a genius with his 6-2,6-3 victory.

Visy and Bubnic continued their hot
play to finish off Purdue. Jackson and
Spinosa would add three set wins of
their own to conclude the day.
"We were very happy with the
tournament overall and how we played
as a team," Masy said. "It was a great
overall effort from all of our guys."
Against Utah, USD was caught
a little off-guard by strong net play
at the start, losing the doubles point.
After making a few adjustments, the
Toreros bounced back to post victories
in the first four singles matches for
their twelfth-straight win. Jackson got
things started with a 6-1, 6-2 blowout
of his opponent. That was followed
with victories by Bubnic, Spinosa and
Visy that locked up the victory and
improved USD's record to 15-2.
"It was nice to bounce back after
losing two of three doubles matches to
win five of six singles matches," Masy
said. "I really can't say enough about
our top four singles players. They
have been our rock all year."
With five matches to go before
the WCC Championships, Masy will
need his entire roster to continue their
consistent play throughout the month
of April. This twelve-match winning
streak will not mean nearly as much
if the Toreros do not finish the year
strong.

Dugout diary: handling unexpected adversity
By Tony Strazzara
If someone were to tell me in
January that we'd have only four wins
up to this point in the season, I would
have laughed and conceded that at the
very worst we'd have a .500 record.
Nonetheless, here we are on March
28 with a meager 4-17 record. We've
suffered some key injuries, including
a season-ending arm injury to junior
outfielder Austin Green and elbow
tendinitis to freshman pitcher Dylan
Covey. We've had one of the most
difficult schedules in the country,
including weekend series against
Vanderbilt, Oregon and Fresno State.
Just this past Saturday, we
fought for more than seven hours in
a 22-inning affair in Fresno, Calif.,
walking away with a bitter 3-2 loss
to the Fresno State Bulldogs. I'm in
no way making excuses for myself or
for this team, I'm simply detailing the
tremendous battles we've waged so
far this season. And although we've
lost these battles, the war is far from
over. We'll march into the second
half of the season with a chip on our

shoulder, determined to win the WCC. the tournament with that kind of
To achieve such a drastic , resiliency.
turnaround and become the WCC
While it is clear what we need to
champions, we must stay positive and do and what we want to do as a team. I
motivated as a team. As I hinted earlier, should stress the importance of staying
this team has faced more adversity in the moment. As I said before, such
and has had its mental tenacity put a drastic turnaround is both extremely
to the test more than any other team difficult and extremely unlikely. But it
in the country. Therefore, there is a is not impossible. Taking it one day at
clear advantage that we will now have a time, one game at a time, one pitch
over every one of our opponents: an
at a time, this team can achieve the
attitude of fearlessness.
unthinkable. The mental toughness
We aren't afraid to lose — after of every player will undoubtedly be
all, we've lost all but four games this tested, but if we focus on the moment
season. We aren't afraid to face a and on the single task at hand, it is
quality opponent - all but two of our
possible to stay positive in light of
opponents thus far have been ranked the most difficult of circumstances.
in the Top 25. Quite simply, we aren't
It is possible to use all that we have
afraid to fail. This reckless, fearless learned and gained from our 21 games
attitude can be found only in a team
up to this point, and it is possible to
like ours that has reached such a low turn this ship around.
point and faced such tremendous
At the end of the day, we cannot
adversity and failure. It's an attitude measure ourselves on whether or not
that must burn in the hearts of every we've won a National Championship
Torero player that steps onto the field,
(after all, only one team can claim
and if we unite as a team that has this title). Instead, no matter when
nothing to lose, it is an attitude that or where this season ends, if we can
look back and realize that we did all
opponents will fear.
With this outlook on the rest of that we possibly could, the season has
the season, a WCC crown is possible.
been a success. The time is now - let's
The sky is the limit for a team entering prove the nation wrong. Toreros.
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Senior Megan Walsh steps up to the plate in the San Diego Classic IITournament.

March badness:
. I'm a buzzkill

By Chris Hanneke
Call me a buzzkill, call me
someone that likes to hate something
just because everyone else loves it
(which isn't true, I love Justin Bieber),
but I'm not all that crazy about March
Madness.
March Madness is an excuse for
office workers to take a break from
the banalities of their day jobs and get
excited for a sport that they've largely
ignored for the previous four-and-a-half
months. It's impossible to follow all of
college basketball closely during the
regular season, because there are just
too many teams. Sure, fans follow their
favorite teams, conferences and catch
the occasional game on ESPN, but when
it comes to filling out a bracket, it is as
much of a crapshoot as what will come
out of Charlie Sheen's mouth next.
The bracket is exciting. Cinderella
stories are a blast. People compare
their Final Fours and everyone is
happy. But no one pays attention to the
basketball itself. While Gus Johnson is
busy screaming at the top of his lungs
(which is the best part of March, don't
get me wrong), no one seems to care
that the quality of basketball is sloppy,
too controlled and, sometimes, just
downright boring.
That's all fine,
though. It is
definitely exciting to watch, unlike the
women's tournament, so they get points
for that. What bothers me more is all of
the NCAA apologists who insist that
college basketball is superior to the
NBA because of March Madness. You
know what it really is? It's a sport that
becomes a sponsor-driven spectacle
even more so than professional sports
leagues. I'm not criticizing the NCAA
for that, it's how the majority of college
sports programs make the majority of

their money, and I'm not opposed to
anyone making money.
On top of that, if I have to hear
one more person use the argument that
college sports are superior because of
the atmosphere, well, I'll probably just
sit here because I'm not a violent person,
but I'll be extremely upset. Did anyone
watch the SDSU/UConn game? The
stands were empty for three-quarters of
the game, with the majority of fans filing
in late because they only cared about the
Arizona/Duke game that was to take
place afterward. That's fine for a regular
season game, but this is the postseason.
Have you ever seen empty seats at an
NBA playoff game? No. So say what
you will about college fans being more
dedicated, but the atmosphere during the
postseason should be more charged than
any other game throughout the year, and
it isn't. You could use the SDSU/BYU
regular season game to make your point,
but that still speaks to the overratedness
of the tournament.
Most upsetting of all, more so
even than when people try and trash
professional sports fans, is when
people try and trash a professional
sports regular season and claim that it
is meaningless. You want meaningless?
Look at VCU, the Cinderella story of
this year's tournament. But I'm the
buzzkill, so allow me to be the one to
say that they should have never made the
tournament. They came in fourth place
in a conference that no one even cares
about and somehow got the chance to
play in a play-in game over much more
deserving teams like Virginia Tech, who
beat Duke this year. What would have
happened if the selection committee
decided a team other than VCU should
play in that play-in game? One of the
Final Four teams would be different. A
team that was irrelevant for four-and-ahalf months is now one of the four teams
remaining, and they owe a majority of
that to people who voted for them over
a more deserving team. If that doesn't
invalidate a regular season, I don't know
what does.
Despite all of this, I watch
March Madness every year, so that's a
testament to how effective the college
basketball postseason truly is. But let's
not confuse a flawless postseason format
with a flawed system.
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Vote in the AS Elections!
March 31-April 1
Vote For:
Executive Level

Senate Level

School of Engineering
School of Business
College of Arts & Sciences

President
Vice President
Speaker of the Senate

For more info and to vote, visit:
nriy.sandiego.edu & click Elections tab
ASSOCIATED

STUDENTS
U N I V E R S I T Y OF S A N D I E G O

For more info, contact Lauryn
at USDSpringElections@gmail.com

SENATE
IBISkHMH

TUOCMTfD
SnjDF.NTS

The new SENATE BL G to keep
the student body updated with
the issues they are working on to
make USD a better place for YOU!

ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIESO

www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents/senateblog

Thursday, March 31 12p.ni!
SLP Plaza Mayor
For more info, contact Lilly:
lstitt-12@sandiego.edu

